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Abstract

Transnational climate governance networks, composed of sub-state and private actors, are
being increasingly recognized in the international climate regime, most recently at the 2015
UNFCCC summit in Paris. Urban centres and their own networks, trans-municipal climate
networks such as ICLEI and C40, have been particularly touted as a decentralized solution to
climate policy collective action problems at the level of the nation-state. These networks help
motivated cities acquire resources and policy guidance, as well as reframe climate policy as more
universal and cities as climate leaders. But do they really improve climate output? Do cities in
trans-municipal networks pass more climate policy than non-members? This study examines a
sample of 190 cities in 26 OECD countries which self-reported their climate actions in the year
2017. Using a multi-level regression model, the study accounts for control variables at both the
urban and state level for climate exposure, available resources, and political factors, finding that
networked cities do pass more policies than their non-networked peers. It also provides more
limited evidence that more networks may compound this effect. State level factors appear
generally not to have a significant effect on city level policy, save for the degree of fossil fuel
dependency. Given these results and the large role cities play in greenhouse gas production, this
study indicates that encouraging cities to join these networks and increasing their role in the
global climate change regime may help increase climate action in urban areas.

Key Words: Climate, Transnational Climate Governance, Transnational Municipal Networks,
UNFCCC, Multi-Level Model, International Climate Regime, Cities, Policy Diffusion, OECD
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1.1 Introduction
The dire consequences of climate change scarcely require any introduction: from melting

ice caps and rising sea levels to mass migration and economic collapse, consequences across the
spectrum of human activity have been predicted by climate scientists, politicians like Al Gore,

and even by the stoic British economists compiling the Stern Review. The latest attempt to

formulate a plan to address climate change, COP21 in Paris, laid out an ambitious goal of
keeping the warming of the planet under 2 degrees Celsius, and yet did not secure the

commitments from member states necessary to achieve this (Roger et al., 2017, p. 21). Instead of
commitments from nations, the conference acknowledged sub-state and private actors,

particularly cities, as the key to a collective action problem that has proven difficult to address.

COP21 accepted that climate change is at once both a global and a local problem, and enlisting
local actors networked globally could prove to be a viable pathway to address climate change.
The first meetings of the United-Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC) brought together 154 states as the actors both responsible for, and capable of

addressing climate change (UNFCCC, 2006, p.19). However, considering the results of official
commitments to the Kyoto protocol which have seen most European countries achieve

reductions, while other Annex 1 countries such as the US, Canada, and Australia have seen

considerable increases in their emissions (UNFCCC, 2011, p.7), it is obvious that the strategy

has had mixed results. As nation-states, the 192 signatories to the UNFCCC have considerable
legislative power, but with a global public good as a goal, they face a serious collective action
problem with ample room for free-riding (Hale & Roger, 2014).

Transnational climate governance (TCG), or networks of non-state actors operating

across state boundaries with the intent of steering their constituents towards climate action

(Bulkeley et al. 2014, p.12), and particularly a subset of these networks dedicated to cities and

municipalities, transnational municipal networks (TMN), have the potential to increase climate
action. The mainstreaming of cities as key actors in the world’s response to climate change at

COP21 has led to arguments that the international climate regime is undergoing a shift from a
regulatory model to a “catalytic and facilitative” one (Hale 2016, p.12). 7000 cities were

represented at Paris in 2015, accounting for 794 million people and 32% of the world’s GDP

(Hsu et al., 2015). Cities are areas which at once face consequences from climate change as areas
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of risk, with large and vulnerable concentrations of people, areas with impact, as they are

considered collectively to produce from 75 to 80% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emission

(Satterthwaite 2008, p.539) and also are a potential solution, as they hold considerable legislative

power over land use, transport, waste disposal, utilities, and other high impact sectors (Bai, 2007,

p.20); (Coenen and Menkvel, 2002, p.110); (Portney, 2002, p.36). However, a single city, no
matter how large, will not make a dent in global GHG emissions and will often lack the

incentives, capabilities and knowledge necessary to shape and adopt policy to reduce emissions.
The literature on TCG and TMN implies that these networks may prove instrumental in
overcoming these issues and spurring climate policy forward in cities.

In seeking to assess if TMNs can be effective avenues for addressing climate change, this

thesis will empirically examine whether TMN membership leads to greater climate output, that

is, more climate policies passed. I will argue first that by providing knowledge, tools, resources,
and peer examples, TMNs can help motivated cities to adopt more climate policy. Second,

through discursive methods, TMNs can reframe climate concerns and policies so that member

cities are able to see them as more beneficial and applicable in a wider variety of sectors.

Determining whether TMNs can be effective in addressing climate change is important

for several reasons. First, as a human and political problem, climate change is disrupting and will

further disrupt the lives of billions. The results of current state-led efforts have proven to be

mixed, and knowing whether TMNs are in fact effective would allow policymakers to make an
informed decision about whether to allocate resources to them and would motivate them to

investigate how to better assure their success. Second, TMNs and TCGs more broadly offer a

fertile field of study in international relations and political science as potential ways to deal with
collective action problems not only in the context of climate change but in other globalized

issues where state-level gridlock in intergovernmental organizations is a problem. Finally, the

literature dedicated to TCGs and TMNs is an emergent one, given that these networks have only

begun to grow in the mid-00s (Roger et al. 2015, p. 6). Most of this literature has been either
descriptive (Bulkeley et al., 2014); (Andonova, Betsill & Bulkeley, 2009) or concerned with

what leads states and sub-state actors to participate in these networks (Andonova, 2014); (Dolšak
& Prakash, 2017). Very few studies have considered effectiveness in their analyses of TCGs and
TMNs (Michaelowa & Michaelowa 2017, p.132), and fewer still have done so empirically
4

outside of case study research. There is thus an important gap to be filled with a quantitative

analysis of their effectiveness.

Adequately considering if and how transnational networks broadly can “solve” climate

change presents various conceptual, theoretical, and methodological problems of scale and data
availability. As such, considering a smaller part of the causal chain, output, over the intended
final result GHG reductions is more viable within the scope of a master’s thesis.

The literature review will begin by defining TCGs and TMNs and describing their

functions. I will make the argument that cities can make a difference in climate outcomes, and
then explain how TMNs maps on to the literature of city policy adoption and how they can
facilitate it. I also present more critical views in the literature which both question the

institutional capacities of cities to address climate change and whether TMNs simply offer an

elaborate way to greenwash, build reputational capital and reduce regulatory oversight, rather

than spur consequential policy. In the methods section, I will discuss other city and country level
factors that must be considered when thinking about how cities might adopt climate policies.

Given considerations of scope, this thesis will focus specifically on TMNs and whether they pass
policy rather than on the universe of TCG initiatives and emission outcomes. The two
hypotheses tested are:

H1: Cities which participate in at least one TMN will pass more climate policy than those

which do not.

H2: Cities which are members of a higher number of TMNs will pass a higher number of

climate policies.

The dependent variable is the number of climate policies passed, measured using self-

disclosed data from the Climate Disclosure Project (CDP), and the independent variable is the

number of TMNs a given city participates in. Acknowledging that over 80% of membership in
these organizations is in the OECD and in an effort to create a comparable sample, 190 OECD

cities which have reported data to the CDP will be analyzed. Cities are nested within states, and
therefore their national contexts must be considered in order to avoid cities from each country
being correlated with each other. A multi-level regression model is utilized to minimize this

issue and to account for a basket of control variables grouped by exposure to climate change,
5

available resources, and political factors at both the city and country level. The results of the
analysis indicate that membership in one or more TMNs does correlate with higher levels of

climate policy but there is less evidence to say that increasing the number of networks has an

additional effect on policies. Additionally, local factors appear to be of more consequence than
national level ones.
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2.1 Literature Review and Theoretical Argument
Transnational municipal networks help cities initiate more climate policies through two

primary mechanisms: they share knowledge, support, resources and policy examples, and they
discursively transform the way member states consider climate change while increasing the

scope of policies they apply climate concerns to. Elaborating how municipal networks can spur
policy innovation requires drawing upon literature from international relations, but also from

other areas of political science, climate research, sociology, and municipal policy diffusion. This
thesis will draw heavily from the typological work done by Bulkeley, Betsill, Andonova and
others (2014) in the general field of transnational climate governance as well as more recent
empirical work studying municipal climate actions and the networks operating in this field

specifically. First, I will discuss the growth of the IR literature around transnational governance

and how it intersects with climate. Second, I will broadly discuss the theory behind transnational

climate governance and the challenges inherent in studying its effects on city policy. Then, I will
turn to transnational municipal climate governance and cities both as an important area of study
for empirical political science research and climate policy. Finally, I will put forward an

argument for their effectiveness while considering existing critical perspectives in the literature.
2.2 Emergence of the Field
Hardly a new development, theories of transnational politics, the non-state actors

involved in them, and how they affect more traditional governing bodies like the state, find their

roots in international relations in the work of Keohane & Nye in 1971’s Transnational Relations

and World Politics. They describe a world in the early throes of globalization, broadly noting the
diffusion of power from centralized state organs down to lower level bureaucracies and out to
other actors that engage in “contacts, coalitions, and interactions across state boundaries”

(Keohane & Nye, 1971, xi). In their 1998 book, Activists Beyond Borders, Keck and Sikkink
build from these ideas to consider the growing importance of global non-governmental

organizations (NGOs). They provide a useful conceptualization of non-state action as a

phenomenon networked across borders: “networks of activists, distinguishable largely by the

centrality of principled ideas or values in motivating their formation” (Keck & Sikkink 1998,
7

p.1). Their work noted the proliferation these transnational advocacy networks (TANs) and

theorized pathways through which they could “change the behaviour of states and international

organizations”, by wielding informational advantages, framing, norm diffusion, pressure tactics
and monitoring (Keck & Sikkink 1998, p.2). Soon after, Evans further considered the role of

TANs, elaborating a helpful typology of their logic and mechanisms, noting advocacy, or the

transmission of information and norms feeding back into corporate and government behaviour
through wielding consumption decisions as a pressure tactic, and importantly, predicting a

growing demand for global governance due to increasing capital flows (Evans, 2000). With

globalization literature proliferating during the early 00s, various authors have argued that these
networks are taking over from the state in international affairs (Florini, 2000), others that their
effects are in fact far more marginal (Risse, 2007).

The growth of climate change as a political issue has, to an extent, followed a

transnational path from its beginnings. Early concerns about increasing carbon dioxide (CO2)

were brought up at the International Council for Scientific Unions in 1957, a first World Climate
Conference, also of a scientific nature was held in Geneva in 1979, and by 1988 the UN general
assembly adopted resolution 43/53 which called for a global framework to address the issue,
paired with the Toronto World Conference on the Changing Atmosphere already calling for

specific greenhouse gas reduction targets (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.8). The modern international

climate regime came into being in 1992 with the founding of the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and soon, 88 of its 154 members were signatories to
the 1997 Kyoto accords (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p. 8), an event still remembered for its ambitious
targets and limited success.

While the early growth of the international climate regime hinted at transnational action,

most of the actors involved have been nation-states and addressing the high costs of developing a

global public good has met with “manifestly inadequate results” (Abbott, 2014, p.58). The global
dispersion of carbon emissions and the high local opportunity costs of reductions, resulting in an
equally dispersed public good (Hale & Roger, 2014, p.76) make it clear that the issue is to be

handled cooperatively. Early intergovernmental and treaty-based projects like the Kyoto Accords
acknowledged this in seeking international cooperation. However, the results of Kyoto have been
decidedly mixed, with many states in Europe effectively surpassing their commitments, while
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other major GHG producers, such as Canada, Australia, and the United-States have failed to
meet their commitments, or even withdrawn altogether (UNFCCC, 2011, p.7).

The acknowledgement of this reality has seen a new direction emerge at global climate

conferences: the recognition of the local causes of climate change and the attempt to address
them at their source. (Krause, 2011, p.48). New participants have begun appearing at global

summits: cities, companies, and non-governmental organizations. Room for real action involving
non-state actors was made as early as the 2002 Johannesburg summit with the unveiling of
“Type II”, or horizontal, partnerships as a way to achieve climate goals and sustainable

development (Baker, 2006, p.66), a movement which culminated in 230 state-non-state

partnerships being signed (Andonova, 2014, p.481). That this shift in thinking has continued to

gather steam was most recently exemplified with the unprecedented access and attention granted
to non-state actors and their networks at the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference in
Paris (Roger, Hale & Andonova, 2017, p.254).

2.3 Defining Transnational Climate Governance Networks
These networks, mixing the advocacy work and pressure tactics of TANs and NGOs with

the direct policy power of their subnational and private membership are known in the literature
as Transnational Climate Governance Networks. In their defining work on the subject,

Andonova, Betsill, and Bulkeley explain that “transnational governance occurs when networks
operating in the transnational sphere authoritatively steer constituents towards public goals

(Andonova, Betsill & Bulkeley, 2009, p.55).” Breaking this down further, Keohane and Nye’s
classic book on the subject of transnational governance defines the transnational as “contacts,

coalitions, and interactions across state boundaries that are not controlled by the central foreign
policy organs of governments (Nye & Keohane 1971, p.xi).” Governance is seen as being

concerned with the deliberate and authoritative seeking of or “steering” towards specifically

public goals (Andonova, Betsill and Bulkeley, 2009, p.55). Climate, encompassing many sectors
and complexities of interest to international politics, is defined for the purposes of these

networks as “adaptation, carbon markets, renewable energy, reporting” (Andonova, Betsill &

Bulkeley, 2009, p.58) and beyond. Descriptive efforts have shown that beyond the recognition
discussed in more traditional venues like COP meetings and the UNFCCC, there has been
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“exponential growth” in the 2000s (Roger et al., 2015, p.5) in the numbers of these networks

which demands a closer look at how they operate and whether there are successful in furthering
climate goals.

Efforts to create a typology and database of these networks began with lists of examples

developed as a list of experiments by Hoffmann (2011), followed by a more formal database

from (Bulkeley et al., 2012), both of which were taken up in 2013 by Hale and Roger in order to

categorize networks that “involve primarily governance by sub-state and/or non-state actors”, are
“genuinely transborder” in character, and exclude single organizations that operate in

international space, identifying a set of 75 TCGs (2013, p.69). In 2017, they updated and refined

this list, arriving at a new dataset of 71 schemes (Roger, Hale, & Andonova 2017). Still, the most
complete dataset comes from the 2017 work of (Michaelowa & Michaelowa, 2017), who, while

seeking to assess the potential for efficiency of TCG organizations through their design, rebuilt
the Hale and Roger dataset, removing networks which no longer have a public presence and
adding others while providing a richer categorization of them necessary for their own

assessment. Given that this is the most complete, detailed, and recent dataset available in the
literature, it is their categorization that I will employ.

They consider three broad groups of TCG participants: “the private sector […],

subnational governments, and NGOs” (ibid, 2017, p.136). Private sector TCGs are composed

primarily of private firms which may be incentivized by the opportunity to charge more for their
products, improve their reputations among consumers, acquire certifications to avoid more
expensive domestic regulatory processes, or by simple greenwashing (ibid, 2017, p.137).

Second, they consider subnational governments, that is regions or cities, which may join out of a
perceived demand from their constituencies, to gain public or electoral support, or due to cobenefits such as cleaner air (ibid, 2017, p.138). Third, they see NGO networks as an

“intrinsically motivated” group for climate mitigation, which may network in TCGs to increase
access to donations or subsidies (ibid, 2017, p.139). Finally, there are so-called orchestrated

initiatives, which are initiated and shaped by national governments or large intergovernmental
institutions like the World Bank (Hale & Roger, 2014). States have incentives to start or

influence TCGs when the state of the international response to climate change does not match
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with their own preferences (Michaelowa & Michaelowa, 2017, p.140). This categorization
results in a detailed dataset of 109 TCG initiatives.

2.4 Measuring Success
2.4.1

Focusing the Analysis: Cities

TCGs are thus a diverse category, with varied membership and constituent actors, who,

while all interested in climate policy might be involved for very different reasons, be considering

different priorities, use varied methods, or have entirely different end goals. Focusing the lens of
analysis to one of these several types acknowledges that these networks “greatly differ in scale,
scope, and ambition, which makes them difficult to compare across the board (Pattberg, 2010,
p.281)”. Given that the concern of this thesis is to measure the success of TCGs in addressing
climate change, I narrow my focus to subnational cases, specifically municipalities and their

networks: trans-municipal climate networks. They are defined thusly: “institutionalised spaces
where local governments from different countries come together as equitable partners in an

exchange on climate change related issues” (Busch, 2015, p.236). There are several reasons to

focus specifically on the city-centred branch of TCGs, or TMNs as a unit of analysis: an easier
measurement of climate actions, their set geographical locations, their high environmental

impact, the serious consequences they face from environmental change, and their ability to take
action against it.

First, the geographical specificity of cities allows for a better examination of both outputs

and control variables. Cities are set in place, which makes it more feasible to consider specific
pollutant levels through local PPM data or smog, and the number of policies and their results

taken in a definite location. Relatively similar constituencies, mandates, and legal resources also

make them more comparable, something which is more challenging in corporate or NGO

networks where the incentives for participation and targets of initiatives may be far more
disparate and difficult to gather data on.

Cities themselves, as areas of high population density and intense economic activity, are

potentially key actors in mitigation efforts, accounting according to the World Bank for 70% of

the world’s greenhouse gas emissions (The World Bank, 2010, p.15). By their very nature, they
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are global centres of consumption and waste production (Betsill & Bulkeley, 2004, p.2) and as
such merit particular attention as concentrated areas where large decreases in GHG production
can happen in concentrated spaces.

For the same reasons, and particularly in the cases of large port cities, urban areas also

stand to face some of the most serious consequences from climate change, from increasing heat

levels due to urban heat islands, to the flooding of infrastructure, and a large potential for loss of
life and economic productivity in the face of a natural disaster (Busch, 2015, p.213).

The concerns above also make cities more likely to be motivated to overcome collective

action problems, as their citizens will at once face the consequences of delayed action, and will
receive tangible, localized co-benefits in their own communities such as cleaner air due to

mitigation efforts or career boons to local officials which can incentivize them to work towards
climate agreements and policies (Yi et al., 2017, p.339). The closeness to varied local

constituencies with different concerns, knowledge and priorities can additionally help local
governments create more tailored solutions and afford more experimentation and learning

(UNEP, 2015, p.82). The diversity of cities and their geographic and socio-economic realities
stress the need for such localized solutions (Fünfgeld, 2015, p.67). Additionally, municipal

governments typically have direct control or even ownership of many GHG producing factors,
with legislative power over energy grids, transportation, urban land use and waste and fewer
political roadblocks than national governments (Bai, 2007, p.20).

2.4.2 Defining Climate Action: Mitigation vs Adaptation
Addressing climate change can mean many things, but the field typically focuses either

on adaptation: “the process of adjustment to actual or expect climate and its effects” (IPCC 2012,
p.556), or mitigation: “human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of

greenhouse gases” (IPCC, 2012, p. 561). This analysis will speak generally of mitigation, as

current descriptive and case study efforts on TCGs and TMNs note that the networks are by and
large concerned with mitigation over adaptation (Busch, 2015, p.220). It has been argued that

mitigation happens before adaptation as “it is less costly for cities to legislate energy efficiency
and transportation reforms than it is to invest in ageing infrastructure” (Johnson et al., 2015,

p.239). Additionally, mitigation was part of the international climate conversation and agenda
12

before adaptation and is easier to tackle across different localities (Busch, 2015, p.220) when

compared to adaptation which must be more tailored to specific cities (Wamsler, 2014). Finally,
adaptation tends to yield more of a private good (Busch, 2015, p.220). Thus one would expect
greater activity across both cities and TMNs in regards to mitigation.

2.4.3 Outcome vs Output: an Issue of Measurement
In terms of benchmarking the success of TMNs, an important distinction to make is

between outcome, considered to be the desired final result or GHG reductions, or output, steps

broadly taken in order to achieve that result. There has been criticism of using outcome as a

metric: GHG, the outcome metric par excellence, has been called “the worst metric to apply to

TCCG initiatives” (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.159). The biggest issue with proceeding this way is

that direct outcomes are not in line with the toolkits and aims of these organizations: most are

concerned with information provision and capacity building for their members which allow them
in turn to pass legislation (ibid, 2014, p.159). Importantly, many of the vectors for action aren’t

directly related to raw emission reductions, such as energy efficiency and transport, which would
be expected to have a more indirect or non-linear effect on emissions missed by a raw measure
(ibid, p.160). Additionally, measuring variation in greenhouse gas emissions of cities given

differences in size, industry, and circumstances would leave a considerable mess to untangle

(Lee & Koski, 2015, p.1506). The longer periods of time between passing legislation and actual

reduction in GHG would also risk researchers reporting TMNs as a failure before they have had
a chance to provide a measurable effect on outcome and by ignoring policies that don’t
immediately reduce emissions but may be otherwise helpful.

Of course, one still needs to measure whether something of consequence is being done,

not just the theoretical possibilities of it. Here, considering output is a useful way forward. Given
the broad function of these organizations in helping to build capacity, setting examples, and

providing information with which to allow its members to enact climate mitigation legislation

(Busch, 2015, p.221), assessing whether member cities end up taking more steps towards climate

mitigation is far closer along the causal chain of arriving at GHG reductions and still allows us to
quantitatively test how successful these networks in fact are.
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Of course, focusing on output has its own risks, namely that it ignores the fact that the

policies are not always substantive in nature, “nor do they necessarily result in the desired

changes (Chan et al., 2016, p.28)”. The fact remains, however, that they are a “precondition for
achieving other forms of effectiveness (Chan et al., 2016, p.28)”.

2.5 How do TMNs spur policy change?
Having established the importance of the GHG contributions cities make to the problem

of climate change, the risks they face from it, and their ability to do something about it, how can
TMNs help cities more actively pass climate policy, and do they? I will argue that primarily

TMNs provide practical resources, knowledge, skills and examples which map on to established

predictors of how cities pass policy, but also that they can spur an ideational shift which allows

cities to see additional benefits for enacting climate policies beyond direct climate mitigation.

This will establish a theoretical argument to serve as the backbone to a quantitative analysis to

examine whether there is, in fact, an empirical increase in municipal policy actions due to TMN
participation.

2.5.1 Networks as Facilitators
The first pathway is an agency-based one, working to facilitate the passing of policy in

cities which already have an interest in reaching climate goals (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.41). The

traditional intergovernmental climate regime has relied on states to implement climate policy in a
top-down fashion, but when states remove themselves from the regime or otherwise ignore

climate issues, cities which may desire to make changes can find themselves lacking resources,

authority and knowledge necessary to enact greener policies. An example of this could be current

US cities, faced as of 2018 with an environmental regulator overtly hostile to climate policy.
While such issues may be overcome in mega-cities with large internal bureaucracies and

resources, this forms an especially large hurdle to small and medium-sized cities with smaller

municipal budgets and tax bases. TMNs would thus respond to the needs of interested cities and
fill the gap left by ineffectual national and global governance giving them the necessary support
to design and implement more policies. Such support is evident in various TMNs providing
practical benefits: knowledge, resources, and skills. This reasoning fits with what empirical
14

studies on the purposes and main activities of TMNs and TCGs are: capacity building and
knowledge dissemination (Pattberg, 2010, p.283); (Busch, 2015, p.221).

TMNs operate in the first sense as knowledge repositories: a space to share knowledge

and a library of best practices enacted by peers. While a city may have a desire to implement

more or new climate policies, it may not have the knowledge of the constitutive details of such

policies. Networks are ideal venues in which to share solutions, giving local officials a source of

policy ideas which have been vetted and tested by their peers, as well as case studies of what has
worked in the past and what is being implemented by ideal-type cities (Lee & Koski, 2015 p.
1504). Busch finds empirical evidence of this process in his examination of 8 networks in
Germany, describing them as “platforms” intent on aiding the learning process among

municipalities (Busch, 2015, p.222). This is also evident in other network member behaviour

such as conference attendance, workshops, and case studies and reports detailing the policies and

actions of successful members (Betsill and Bulkeley, 2004, p.478) as well as databases,

newsletters and even study tours for local officials to explain how certain policies were passed
and implemented (Kern & Bulkeley, 2009, p.319).

Rashidi and Patt (2018) note that these mechanisms operate much as theorized in classic

work on policy adoption as imitation, stressing that the process occurs as a learning experience
from seeing successful policies being implemented in one place and copying them (Berry &

Berry, 1990); (Meseguer, 2005); (Walker, 1969). The boon of being able to look at similar cities

worldwide multiplies the opportunities for sharing and copying policies. As Trencher et al. note,
policy innovation occurs because cities are “learning and appropriating policy models from

frontrunner peers (2016, p.355). Adopting policies that have already been fleshed out and tested
reduces risks and costs, and the process can be made even more financially viable for cities by
joining integrated programs with others in the networks as noted in ICLEI’s CCP program by
Zeppel (2013).

Of course, simply gaining access to new policy ideas is not necessarily enough to be able

to go forward in adopting and implementing them. Detailed knowledge of rules and steps for

delivery and beyond are required and again not always easy to come by. Along with new ideas,
TMNs can provide consultancy and personalized problem-solving. With their own boards,

presidents, secretaries and coordinators (Fünfgeld, 2015, p.68); (Kern & Bulkeley, 2009, p.314),
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TMNs can provide specific and tailored advice, and even more concrete tools such as their own
GH monitoring packages in order to facilitate policy implementation which can be critical in
smaller towns with lower capacity (Busch, 2015, p.221).

TMNs can also act as advocates for their members or platforms from which member

cities may advocate for themselves as a group to obtain resources from higher bodies. Additional
resources can be an important prerequisite for smaller cities which are seeking to pass climate

policy but lack funds or have HR issues. A 2014 survey conducted by ICLEI and MIT noted that

78% of respondents reported a lack of funding as a barrier to passing climate policy (Ryan, 2015,
p.522). Busch notes, looking again at the case of Germany, that many networks assemble the

voices of hundreds of cities in order advocate for resources and funding necessary to pass more
green policy (Busch, 2015, p. 223), a process seen as well in municipalities jointly bidding for
EU funds through their networks (Kern & Bulkeley, 2009, p.321). In this case, there was the

clear presence of the European Union as a body from which to obtain resources and support, but
comparisons can certainly be drawn with the nation-state. The voices of many, organized,

certainly are more effective in obtaining more resources for climate action at the local level, but

can even act as a lobby to spur not only greater flows of resources but action at the national level
as well (Bloomberg Philanthropies, 2018). TMNs also advocate on behalf of cities directly,

seeking to secure financial resources, in addition to providing a venue for the cities to do so

together (Gordon & Johnson, 2018, p.39-40). TMNs can also help acquire resources for cities

more indirectly by magnifying their stature on the world stage, much as their presence at COP21

has demonstrated. Such reputational gains can help make cities and their role in climate actions a
higher priority at the state and IGO levels (Fünfgeld, 2015, p.70). An example of this type of

successful concrete support can be seen in the case of Sao Paolo. After joining ICLEI, it was able
to acquire international funding to develop a GHG emission inventory, commit to its own

reduction targets, and develop a local action plan in order to reach them (Johnson et al., 2015,
p.234).

2.5.2 Networks as Inspirers
The second major role TMNs can play in spurring policy adoption is ideational. By

reframing climate policy benefits, TMNs can spur cities to see additional benefits to more broad
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policy adoptions or by reframing cities themselves as leaders to increase a sense of motivation

and agency.

The simplest version of this is a rational argument over co-benefits. While some benefits,

such as reductions in air pollution and amelioration of the quality of urban life might seem

obvious others may be new to participants. For example, ICLEI argues that energy efficiency
projects can increase job growth by hiring local contractors (Betsill & Bulkeley, 2004, p.53).

These arguments can reframe climate policy to TMN membership as multi-purpose and multi-

benefit to more constituencies, making changes and adoptions seem more like a domestic win to
local politicians and helping to make them an easier sell to constituencies.

The recasting of cities as leaders using framing and marketing can empower city leaders

to take more action and to see themselves as supported by a coalition which shares a narrative
and understanding of the benefits of climate policy (Johnson et al., 2015, p.230-231). Aylett

further considers the power of reframing issues and solutions, arguing that understanding even

seemingly rational co-benefits requires a shift in the narratives around them (2015). Using Latour
1987’s Actor-Network theory, he argues that local officials can go through a process of

“translation” and an alignment of interests with in-group members wherein they reconceive how

climate policy might align with personal goals such as re-election, or how a change in broad

circumstances (the consequences of climate change) might require them to pursue new goals and
interests altogether (Aylett, 2015, p.159-160). Environmental stress or risk, another potential
driver of policy, can also be relatively subtle and underappreciated at the local level until it

causes actual casualties (Zahran et al., 2008, p.469). This is another area where a TMN could

help spur an ideational shift in local government or help a more motivated local government

“better articulate the risks of climate change” to its constituents in order to generate a stronger
collective commitment (Zahran et al., 2008, p.471).

While one might argue that cities which have joined TMNs might already be clued in or

pre-disposed to the arguments of TMNs make, rendering them unlikely to have much of an
additional effect, there is clear evidence that even small changes in framing can make a

significant difference. A study of four British Columbian cities, for example, noted obtaining
consensus on urban climate policies worked better if linked to the language of sustainability

rather than climate (Shaw et al., 2014). Gordon and Johnson also note the importance of less
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quantifiable benefits such as the normalization of more radical change among members as well
as feelings of support and momentum (Gordon & Johnson, 2018, p.37). Busch echoes this

sentiment noting that policymakers engaged in a large group of other cities gives the perception

of being part of a larger movement (Busch 2015, p.219). Momentum, in particular, can provoke a
shift, beginning with small-scale but impactful changes like setting up city-level emissions
measures that can then provide insights into other areas that require change or reveal the

potential for new co-benefits and snowball into more policies (Johnson et al., 2015, p.238). A

widening conception of climate policy may already be suggested in a TMN as part of a multistep agenda as it is in ICLEI’s “pathways” (ICLEI, 2018) or be developed and noticed by the
cities themselves.

All in all, there seems to be evidence that joining a TMN has a positive effect, even for

cities already presumably interested in taking climate action. Aylett notes evidence from another

survey of ICLEI members, noting that 79% of cities said that since joining they had increased the

number of sectors in which climate was considered a variable, demonstrating a shift from a
narrow conception of climate policy to a wider one (Aylett, 2015, p.161).

As a whole, TMNs help create better overall conditions for the adoption of climate policies

by cities, whether that be by building new coalitions, capacities, space for innovation, or by

normalizing change and action or generating support and momentum (Gordon & Johnson, 2018,
p.4).

2.6 Critical Concerns
Some researchers believe the benefits of TMNs are less important than commonly

thought. The lack of quantified mitigation targets and monitoring provisions is one argument
frequently cited. A study of 13 networks found that very few “commit to quantified emission

reductions” and that “monitoring provisions are fairly limited” (Bansard et al., 2017 p.229). A
study of the full list of known TCG initiatives directly considering the “existence of mitigation
targets; incentives for mitigation; definition of a baseline; and existence of a monitoring

reporting a verification procedure”, found that roughly 50% of the networks met none of these
requirements, and fewer than 15% met three or more, resulting in a conclusion that such
networks were not likely to be able to address climate mitigation in a meaningful way
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(Michaelowa & Michaelowa, 2017, p.129). While this does cast doubt on the abilities of TMNs
to directly influence mitigation, it is less of a concern for output as these networks are meant to
further such policies in their constituencies, not necessarily do it themselves. It does, however,
provide a major caveat to measuring all networks as roughly equal in capabilities and goals.
Another critique is that of greenwashing: the idea that cities are joining TMNs for

reputational benefits without in fact taking action. However this idea was specifically

investigated in a sample of German member cities which found not only that membership

activity seemed to be centred around policy activity, but that the cities did not seem to take
advantage of branding opportunities very much at all (Busch & Anderberg, 2015).

A critical political economy perspective also asks us to consider mechanisms of neoliberalism, capitalism, and Foucauldian “governmentality” or how these networks operate rather
than why, who is in fact represented in them and whether their goals are in fact aligned with

progressive climate outcomes or if they are not, rather, new expressions of dominant forms of
power in society (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.54). Critiques along these lines would point more

normatively to the capitalist character of market-friendly initiatives such as cap and trade or

forestry policies which perpetuate an exclusively economic relationship to the natural world

(Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.55) and normalize the logic of policies some blame for climate risks

(Fieldman, 2011) even in considering solutions to them. A similar line of criticism notes that the

private, non-democratic nature of such networks takes the issue of climate out of the public arena
and into exclusive network meetings where there is less citizen access and the debate is dedemocratized (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.58). This, of course, does not necessarily imply

discussions would immediately turn nefarious, but it does open the door for private interests

which can more easily navigate such spheres to get more access and representation in decision-

making (Lowndes, 2001). As Busch notes: networks can be a place where city officials can meet
with stakeholders and “partake in political processes outside restraining procedures of

representative democracy” (Busch, 2015, p.215).

These criticisms would seem especially well levied at TCGs of private companies, as

cities still have considerable co-benefits form environmental action which can provide clear

incentives and deliverables. Still, what these critical concerns remind us of is the importance of
considering the results and actions passed by networks and whether they are in fact doing what
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we expect them to in tackling climate change, questions that can be answered in the type of
research being done here.

Finally, perhaps the most convincing criticism is that these networks are mostly for

pioneer cities seeking to network with one another and that a large number of members remain

inactive while few actually take action (Kern & Bulkeley, 2009, p.329). These counterpoints to
more optimistic takes in the literature underscore the need for more quantitative assessments
rather than just case study work on how well certain cities or networks may be performing.

Being able to pick a model city or network out of thousands of municipalities or hundreds of

networks may offer advantages in explaining internal processes, but could well be misleading

about the overall potential or effectiveness of the networks compared to motivated or successful
a model member might be.

2.7 Past Effectiveness Studies
A relatively small body of empirical research has been conducted on the actual effectiveness

of TMNs and it has produced mixed results, typically considering single countries, or only a few
TMNs at a time. In the last few years, a few larger scale quantitatively oriented studies have

emerged specifically looking at effectiveness from an output perspective, however, none of them
has utilized the “universe” (Roger et al., 2015, p.2) of TMN networks.

Busch examines 8 TMNs in Germany, concluding that they “play a crucial role in fostering
climate governance” through acting as platforms, consultants for information, brokering

commitment and conducting advocacy at higher bodies (Busch, 2015, p.213). Michaelowa and

Michaelowa are the first to truly examine the universe of TCGs, coming to the sobering

conclusion that the majority of them lack the structural qualities (mitigation targets, incentives,
baselines, and monitoring) necessary for effective mitigation (2017).

A few recent studies have considered the output model being used here. Lee and Koski

(2014) measure city performance through the number of ICLEI’s ranked climate achievements a
city has reached and, using as a key independent variable the participation in ICLEI’s CCP

program in a sample of member cities in one TMN, C40 cities. While they find a positive

relationship between the two, their study is limited in what it can tell us about the effects of

network membership more generally as their sample is only composed of network members
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(C40), and their dependent variable is in fact directly a part of ICLEI’s program, thus one would
expect ICLEI members to be well above the norm on such a measure. This makes their study

more useful as simply a measure of the effectiveness of an ICLEI program rather than the ability
to encourage city climate policy innovation more broadly.

They refined this work a year later using a multilevel model of cities and states in the

United-States over 50,000 people, again using ICLEI accomplishment levels, against CCP

membership and signatories to the US Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Center, noting
that there was a stronger effect for horizontal network membership than for state variables (Lee

and Koski, 2015). While this adds considerable strength to their model of the year before, it still
suffers from the drawbacks of their previous study.

Krause (2011a) considers 900 cities in the U.S. in a multilevel model considering various

indicators at the city and state level, concluding that “Subnational governments have become the

de facto leaders of the U.S. climate protection efforts.” Her model also indicates that rather than

state level, the primary determinants of GHG reduction commitments are local (Krause, 2011a).
She provides a rigorous set of predictors of policy innovation at the city level which provided

inspiration for the control variables used here. In 2012, Krause followed her study up analyzing a
web-survey of the individual in charge for climate policy in 329 cities in the United-States and
concluded, when checking for the effects membership in ICLEI and MCPA (Mayors’ Climate

Protection Agreement), that ICLEI membership engaged in more GHG mitigation activity while
MCPA did not, indicating a difference among networks which may engage in more structured
mitigation plans like ICLEI and those which lack monitoring and conduct little information
exchange and may serve a more symbolic end (Krause 2012, p.601).

Rashidi’s and Patt’s 2018 study comes closest to adequately measuring the effect of

TMNs on city level output and my study is heavily indebted to theirs. Using the Climate

Disclosure Project database, which considers the number of climate policies adopted by cities

around the world as a dependent variable, they consider the effect of membership in the ICLEI
and C40 networks, finding a significant positive effect on the number of policies adopted

(Rashidi & Patt, 2018). However, they only consider two networks out of a far larger possible

universe, and while looking at a global sample is more representative, it ignores the fact that the
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vast majority of TMN membership is in the OECD, and finally they do not utilize a multilevel
model in accounting for effects at both the local and state level.

As discussed above, the number of empirical studies on TMN effectiveness is limited,

and in those that do, none have considered the universe of TMN membership beyond case

studies or one or two of the largest networks. This thesis will fill this gap by considering all of
the networks currently known as a dependent variable to see if a positive effect holds and
whether membership in more networks increases the effect.
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3.1 Research Design, Methods, and Data
The hypotheses under examination are that cities which have joined at least one TMN

will pass more local climate policy than those which are not and that cities in more networks will
pass more climate policies than those which are in fewer. Of course, cities do not operate and
pass policy in a vacuum with nothing but TMNs to guide them—there are several other
important variables which can influence whether climate policy is passed.

Nearly all the studies reviewed which aim to measure the effect of TMN participation on

city level climate policies have employed some variant of a multi-level model in order to account
for causal variables at different levels. They come under different guises: Broto (2017) refers to

them as endogenous and exogenous factors, Rashidi & Patt prefer vertical and horizontal

diffusion (2018), while Krause opts for the more descriptive local and state variables (Krause,
2011a). Lee and Koski do not shy away from calling climate change “the quintessential
multilevel governance problem” (Lee & Koski 2015, p.1512).

The necessity of considering factors that affect urban policy at the national level as well

as the local one is clear: cities are lower level governments within a national hierarchy and thus
depend on funding, guidance, and laws from their national governments. While this thesis

develops an argument for the ability of cities to make a difference in combating climate change

and for their ability to acquire skills, resources, make policies, and to be influenced into changing
their behaviour horizontally with their peers, there is no ignoring that a great deal of influence
and resources may be coming from above. Acknowledging these effects also involves

considering some of the more critical arguments in the literature which have questioned the

ability, know-how, resources, and incentives available to cities and how much of a role they can
really play in climate policy due to the issue being outside the scale of their concerns and
abilities (Bai, 2007, p.17). Thus, acknowledging the 2-level nature of city governance in

specifying an appropriate model of climate policy, this study will utilize a multilevel regression
model which can account for the effects of predictors at both levels, and also for possible

collinearity between cities located in the same country. In accounting for these, I will first

discuss the set of independent, dependent and control variables, presented in table 1, and the
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sample of cities of interest. Following this, I will discuss the multi-level regression methodology
used to account for their effects in more detail.

Table 1 List of variables
Statistic

N

Climate Policy Passed

190

City Co2 (log)

184

City Population (log)

City GDP/capita USD (log)
pm10 µ3/m3

Fossil (% of total)

National Green Vote (%)
National EPI score

Mean

St. Dev.

7.005

5.434

14.813

1.439

190

12.782

190

11.474

185
190
190
190

Table 2 Continuous descriptive statistics
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30

9.872

16.505

0.937

8.525

13.388

15.098

2.879

2.855

71.883

1

Max

1.253

22.546
78.856

Min

9.343
7

18.066
108

12.514

10.900

94.700

5.700

52.960

87.420

0.000

16.900

Table 3 Categorical descriptive statistics

3.2 IV: TMN Network Participation
The goal of this research is to measure the effect of TMN participation in cities, rendering

participation in such networks the independent variable. As discussed in the literature review,

this study is the first to consider TMN participation using not a select few networks, but rather
the entirety of those thought to exist currently (Hale and Roger 2013 p. 69). This universe of

cases is dependent on the database of TCG initiatives updated and expanded by Michaelowa and
Michaelowa (2017), which was graciously provided by the authors upon request. The dataset is
of course not a random sample and is subject to the biases of the researchers, however, it is the
most recent version of the most systematic research on the subject available (Bulkeley et al.

2014b, p.19). The authors note that considering they only searched through English language

websites and placed emphasis on climate, their data may underrepresent networks in the global

south and those more focused on adaptation (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.19). Given their goal of
assessing constitutive elements in how these networks operate, the Michaelowas’ dataset
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provides additional information on the numbers of actors who had joined a network as well as
their types.

Given my concern for the effects of city networks, I refined the dataset only to include

those composed of local subnational governments, which totalled 22 out of the 109. From here, I
visited the websites of each initiative to obtain their membership lists, logging all participating

OECD cities for each, which I then transformed into a list of participating cities by OECD

country and the number of different TMNs in which they were registered members. This list was
further narrowed down upon selection of the dependent variable as only the data from OECD

cities reporting their climate actions with the Climate Disclosure Project used as my dependent

variable were able to be used. In the final sample, there were a total of 328 instances of TMN

participation by 190 cities across the 22 networks under analysis. The list of networks examined
is in appendix A.

The spread of network participation ranged from 0 to a high of 8 networks in Barcelona,

Spain. Given the considerable diversity in these networks and their degree of requirements and
activities, participating in one additional network does not necessarily indicate an equal

difference in the activities conducted due to the support afforded by network membership, and as
such it does not make sense to consider them continuously. Instead, I opted to factor the cities
into ordered categories, 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 and over, which provides more sensible comparison
groups to facilitate interpretation, while capturing more information about the diversity of

membership than a simple binary expression of participation or non-participation. The final

groups were roughly comparable in size, with a control group of 61 cities not participating in

TMNs, and four treatment groups ranging from 1 to 4 and over, numbering 38, 30, 30, and 31

cities respectively. Logging this variable as a grouped factor rather than dichotomously (Hsueh,

2017, p.59) that is, only looking at one or two participation instances, is a novel approach in the
literature and will provide insight into whether participation in multiple TCGs might have more
of an effect due to their different makeups, tasks, and capabilities.

3.3 DV: Number of Climate Policies Passed
Seeking to explain the output effect of TMN participation on cities, the dependent variable is

municipal climate policy output. Following from the work of Rashidi & Patt (2018), this is
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operationalized using voluntary reports of climate actions taken by cities to the CDP, or Carbon

Disclosure Project, in the year 2017. The data provided by the CDP are “widely used in research

and policy making” (Rashidi & Patt 2018, p.511) and the CDP is the source of the largest

datasets available for companies and cities on climate activity (Hsueh 2017 p.57). The final

variable is a sum of the number of actions taken in that year.

The dataset provided by the CDP for 2017 featured reports totalling nearly 2000 climate

actions from over 350 cities worldwide (Carbon Disclosure Project, 2017b). These were filtered
by country to consider only cities in the OECD, this resulted in 235 cities, 190 of which were

retained based on sufficient population size. Not only would using smaller cities have stressed

definitions of urban areas, but many at the lower end of the population spectrum were suburbs of
much larger cities often within the city area itself which did not always have their own

governments and would have likely been strongly affected by factors pertaining to their host

urban area. The final number of climate actions under consideration is 1331. The lowest number
of actions taken by a city is 1 and the highest is 30, with a mean of 7 and a standard deviation of
5.

There are, however, several issues to consider when using the CDP data. First, while they

do briefly note the nature of the climate action taken, this does not always go far in telling us

how consequential these acts are in terms of the city, and much less so on a global scale. While

there is a brief description of the action taken in the dataset, in my current model I do not retain

any information on the nature of the action taken at all, meaning that a city could emerge with a

high policy output despite taking low cost and low impact actions. The actions being considered
do, however, fall into these categories: “energy demand in buildings, finance, outdoor lighting,

public procurement, transport, urban and land use, and waste and education” (Rashidi and Patt,
2018, p. 512).

Due to the data being self-reported, and only by cities which have taken action, there is a

potential endogeneity problem and selection bias concern. Essentially, cities which report their

climate actions to the CDP may be inherently different in some way from average cities and may
be more likely to pass such policies for reasons unaccounted for by my control variables. In
addressing this same problem, Rashidi and Patt argue that if cities were less interested in

reporting their climate action data, they would be less likely to join a TMN as well, implying that
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in fact that their results may be “conservative” as including these non-reporters in the sample
would reduce the effect of TMN membership (2018 p.519).

This issue must, however, still be accounted for, and following the work of others using a

similar dependent variable (Lee and Koski, 2014); (Krause, 2012) I conducted a Durbin-Wu-

Hausman test to detect possible endogeneity. This test requires the use of an instrumental

variable, or a variable which affects the outcome variable but only by way of the causal variable
of interest, thus being exogenous (Morgan & Winship, 2007, p.291). Krause selects political

leaning as an IV (Krause, 2012), but I argue that left parties, particularly green parties, may well

be more likely to pass climate policies regardless of network membership in order to please their
constituencies. Instead, I opt for city population. More populous cities have been theorized to
have stronger civil societies and are additionally considered to be more useful partners

internationally as they are more well-known and have larger markets both factors which increase
network membership (Andonova, 2014, p.497). Neither of these facts would necessarily result
directly in passing more climate policy without first joining networks. The results of the test

were non-significant, suggesting that endogeneity may not be problematic, which is consistent
with the findings of Krause, and Lee and Koski when implementing the same test. The IV
regression table and Hausman test results can be found in Appendix B.
3.4 Sample
My sample consists of 190 cities of over 50,000 inhabitants in 26 of 35 OECD countries

which reported their climate policy actions to the CDP in 2017. While TCGs and TMNs are, to a

certain extent, a global phenomenon (Andonova et al., 2017, p.10) and the study which inspired

the present thesis did not restrict its sample geographically (Rashidi and Patt, 2018), I elected to
restrict my analysis to OECD countries. Firstly, TMNs and their participants are primarily
distributed in the global north (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.121), a fact confirmed by my own

finding that 83.4% of TMNs in the dataset are in OECD countries (Michaelowa et al., 2017).
This is consistent with past research on the predictors of TCG participation being especially

strong civil rights, civil societies and domestic NGOs (Andonova, 2014), (Roger, Hale and

Andonova, 2015), (Dolšak and Prakash, 2017). Second, the overall capacity and ambition to

enact policy concerning climate change in terms of legislation and implementation at both the
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national and local level are weaker in the global south (Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.118). While this
lower capacity signals a higher potential to benefit from TCG and TMN participation, this,

coupled with much lower participation rates, suggests that the number of climate policies passed

outside the OECD and in the global south would be much lower and less comparable. Given that,

at the current stage, TMNs are more common in developed economies, narrowing the analysis to

the OECD countries considers where the activity in question occurs the most, and also provides a
more comparable group of countries and cities in the sample. Unfortunately not every urban area
in the OECD participating in a TMN also reported its climate policies to the CDP along the

dependent variable, and thus cities without this data had to be dropped1 resulting in the final

sample of 26 countries and 190 cities. 129 cities in all 26 countries formed the treatment group of
TMN participants, and 63 cities in 11 countries formed the control group as non-participants.
3.5 Control Variables
In order to isolate the effect of TMNs on the adoption of climate policies, one must account

for the other factors, at the local and state levels, which could lead to a city being more likely to
pass climate policy. In this section, I will discuss these factors in turn, as they will form the

control variables used in the regression analysis. A review of the literature reveals two broad
patterns in organizing control variables: first, the urban versus national level distinction, and

second, a broader categorical distinction between predictors related to exposure, like air quality

and Co2 emissions, capacity, like population and economic factors, and political factors, namely
ideological positioning at the city level, how decentralized the national government is, and
whether there are pre-existing environmental commitments.
3.5.1

Exposure Variables

Cities can be better suited to overcome climate-related collective action problems

because they benefit more directly from some of the co-benefits of enacting climate change

legislation like improved air quality or because previous disasters or knowledge of particular risk
from extreme weather events (Krause, 2011b, p.50) will make them more likely to take action.

1

The nine excluded countries are Austria, Belgium, Czechia, Hungary, Israel, Latvia, Luxembourg, Slovakia, and
Slovenia
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Disaster risk is noted in Broto’s review of policy diffusion literature (2017). It has been

theorized that being more directly vulnerable to climate disasters could be an incentivizing factor
in overcoming collective action issues over climate policy (Zahran, Grover & Brody, 2008).

Rashidi and Patt (2018) use a dichotomous variable marking whether a city is on the coast or not,

citing (Lee, 2013), and (Nicholls et al., 2007) who note that such cities have either already, or

will experience first the consequences of climate change in the shape of extreme weather or

rising sea level. They note thus that such cities should be “more informed about the negative

impacts and take more initiatives and policies to deal with [climate change]” (Rashidi & Patt,

2018, p.514). While a study considering a composite indicator of climate vulnerability did not
find participation in a climate network more likely, it did note an increased likelihood of

participation in cases where the risk was more immediately obvious, such as rising sea levels

frequently discussed in the media (Zahran, Grover & Brody, 2008, p.469). As is the case with the
Rashidi & Patt (2018) study, I created this variable with my own desk-based research using
Google Maps. In any case where the status of a city might have been unclear, my cut-off
measurement was 50km from the ocean coast.

Co-development benefits such as air quality improvements can act as an incentive for

cities passing climate mitigation policies. High Co2 emissions could indicate an evident

opportunity for a co-development benefit, but this has also been found to reduce participation in
ICLEI CCP program (Zahran, Grover and Brody, 2008, p.462). This data was obtained mainly
from CDP (2017a) reporting by participating cities, while missing data was found in local

municipal publications, research reports, and in a few of the most difficult cases, the per capita

rates of regions were multiplied by the city population to create a reasonable estimate for missing
data. The data were given in terms of total tonnes of emissions in a given year and was logged to
obtain a better distribution and to tackle issues of scaling with other variables.

PM 10, or particulate matter a 10th of the diameter of a human hair (Australian

Government, 2018), has been noted as an effective proxy for co-development benefits in the
climate literature (Hsueh, 2017). This measurement provides two benefits: first it is a major

indicator of breathable air quality and second it can also serve as a predictor of environmental
commitment because it: “is relatively easy and inexpensive to control, and countries with strong
commitments to environmental protection will be very likely to have done so even if they have
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high emissions” (Roger et al. 2015, p.15). These data were gathered primarily from the World
Health Organization, which maintains a database of air quality in cities around the world last

updated in 2016 (World Health Organization, 2016). Missing values were acquired from local

weather stations found on http://aqicn.org, and for towns without their own station, the nearest

geographical station was taken if within 50km.

Fossil Fuel use as a percentage of overall national energy consumption denotes how

dependent on fossil fuels a country is and captures both an opportunity for a co-benefit in terms
of a more diversified energy basket, but also how potentially inactive a country might be in

supporting climate-related policy. Rashidi & Patt (2018) use this measure in regard to co-benefit
opportunity. The data were gathered from the World Bank for the year 2015 (The World Bank,
2018).

3.5.2

Capacity Variables

Enacting climate change policy is a deviation from status quo municipal politics and

while not always slowing down economic development, this is often a critique levied at

environmental policies. At the very least, enacting climate mitigation requires a degree of

expertise and bureaucratic capacity.

It is noted in the literature that more populous cities tend to have more resources at their

disposal, a larger presence of domestic NGOs, more vibrant civil societies and make more

attractive partners for networks which are strong predictors of TCG membership (Andonova,

2014) which can then spur policy. Lower levels of expertise and high implementation costs in
smaller towns can make it hard for them to implement or even fully understand problems and

solutions (Lee & Koski, 2014, p.478). Population numbers were obtained mainly from UN data

and OECD statistics but national census data were used when necessary (United-Nations, 2018),
(OECD, 2018). The data were logged to obtain a better distribution and to tackle issues of
scaling with other variables.

As a further measure of economic city capacity and bureaucracy (Roger, Hale and

Andonova, 2015), the GDP per capita of each city was observed. Richer cities can, of course,
pay for expert assessments and deliver a higher number of policy changes across the board.
While municipal revenue, as used by Krause (2011a, p.50), would have been a better
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measurement, obtaining this data across different countries for every city would have been very

difficult. City GDP was available for a large subset of cities from the OECD statistics database in
2012 US dollars (OECD, 2018), others included their GDP in their CDP disclosures (Carbon

Disclosure Project, 2017b), and for the remainder national statistical websites were checked, as
well as city economic publications from municipal websites. For certain cities in smaller

countries with no data at the city level, regional GDP per capita was used instead. All numbers
were converted into US dollars. The data were logged.

Lee and Koski discuss globalization through economic participation in the world system

as a factor that can result in a more deeply networked city, tie it into broader policy ideas, and

can “affect the extent to which it thinks of itself as a global actor” (2014, p.481). Reflecting this,
Krause notes a growing gap between “world class cities and all others” (2011b, p.60) due to

more opportunities and easier access to resources, with the more exclusive C40 TMN and its

mega-city membership being a good example of this (Engel, 2009, p.434). Measuring the degree
to which a city is networked also captures concerns over capital cities also being more likely to

pass policy for similar reasons (Lee and Koski, 2014). As will be discussed in the results section,
the effect of global cities is represented in the data under analysis here, with cities like Paris,
Houston, and Stockholm clearly leading others in terms of number of initiatives passed. A

measure of this is taken from the Globalization and World City Index which ranks cities based
on the number of financial services firms they harbour from 3 down to 1 with 0 being unlisted
(Beaverstock, Smith and Taylor, 1998). Their research methodology considers professional
services firms in London, UK, arguably the world’s finance capital, and their linkages and

number of offices in cities around the world and was utilized by Lee & Koski (2014). The base
level variable is 0 for unlisted cities.

There are no measures of capacity at the state level. While I considered using national

GDP as a predictor of state-level economic capacity, in the interest of avoiding an unwieldy

statistical model and overly redundant control variables, I assume that given the relative wealth
of OECD members, that they are roughly comparable along this measure.
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3.5.3

Political Variables

The environment and climate are often politicized, with more leftward parties often

incorporating climate issues to appeal to constituents and Green parties placing the issue at the

core of their platforms (Volkens et al., 2015). The direct power a mayor holds at the city level is

most critical, but it is also important to account for country-level ideological demands, the
salience of climate issues in the political sphere and evidence of prior action.

At the city level, I examine mayoral political orientation. The importance of a policy

champion in a regulatory capacity has been noted in prior research (Hsueh, 2017, p.48). This is a

role which could be taken up by a city mayor. One would expect a more left-wing mayor to have
a greater propensity to adopt climate policies. While the more economic and social determinants
of what passes for left or right vary from country to country, environmental policies tend to be
more tied to parties described as left-wing (Volkens et al., 2015); (Lee and Koski, 2015). The

mayor of each city in this study was checked on Wikipedia and confirmed on municipal

websites, and local election results data and news reports were used to confirm party alignment if
any. Where no party alignment was stated they were coded independent, where party alignment

was listed, the parties were checked on the Manifesto Database across their RILE right-left scale

which assigns orientation based on manifesto content analysis (Volkens et al., 2015). There were
more mayors coded independent in North American cities as mayors there do not tend to run as
much with a specific party backing as they do in Europe. Notably for the United-States, the

Democratic Party was coded as left. In their study of US cities and climate mitigation, Lee &

Koski (2015) noted a highly significant positive effect on policies passed for cities with a high
number of democrat voters, as did Krause (2011b).

The presence of a broader national environmental movement or consciousness is

indicative both of how active climate discourse is at the national level and potential pressure on
national governments from a known constituency. These data were gathered by checking the

national election results for the latest national election in each country and logging the

percentage of voters for a national green party.

At the national level, Federalism as a form of decentralized government has been noted

as a predictor of climate action (Hsueh, 2017, p.62), measuring how much independence over
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policy a city might have over environmental affairs. Alternatively, it has also been argued that a

unitary national government might require climate action at the city level (Rashidi & Patt, 2018,
p.515). An example of this is France’s “Grenelle” law which mandates a climate plan for all

cities of over 50,000 people (Rivas et al. 2015, p.17). This data was gathered from a list available
here (McGill, 2007) and is noted in a binary fashion with 1 for unitary and 0 for federal.

Whether or not a country has an active climate policy and prioritizes it is mentioned in

the literature as being a potential activator for cities, with Engel, for example, finding that in the
US case, subnational climate action is partly motivated by inaction at the federal level and “is

likely to continue and perhaps even intensify” (Engel 2009 p.432). This justifies accounting for

how committed a national government is in pursuing its own climate policy. Hsueh uses the Core
EPI rating from the Yale Environmental Performance Index as a predictor of national action on
climate (Hsueh, 2017). This index collapses 24 national environmental indicators (EPI, 2018).

As a measurement specifically intended to “gauge on a national scale […] how close countries
are to established environmental goals”, (EPI, 2018) the EPI is an excellent proxy for the

environmental commitment of a state (Roger, Hale and Andonova, 2015) and can also be
interpreted as a measure of potential national co-benefits from climate policies.
3.6 The Multi-Level Model
Beyond the theoretical reasons for employing a multi-level model (MLM) discussed at the

outset of this chapter, there are important statistical necessities and benefits for it as well.

An MLM is essentially a regression model which allows for variation and control of different

predictors at more than one level. Importantly, this allows the researcher to account for variation
in units grouped under a higher order unit (Gelman & Hill, 2006, p.27). This method deals with

two issues which present themselves when running regressions where causal factors are assumed
to exist at two different levels: it reduces the risk of overfitting too many control variables by
dividing them between the levels and accounts for the collinearity that would occur between

groups were you to include what are in fact higher-order controls in a single level regression

(Gelman & Hill, 2006, p.33). The presence of this concern would violate a key assumption of

regression analysis: independence (Morgan and Winship, 2007, p.53). For the purposes of this
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study, the lower level (or level 1) units are cities, and the higher level group variables (or level 2)
are countries.

As Hsueh discusses in her study of firms within countries: “a major advantage of multilevel

mixed-effects models is that multilevel models not only account for the existence of data

hierarchies or clustered structures—that is, firms are nested within countries, such that firms

from the same country could be correlated—these models separately identify the relative weight
of internal and external factors” (Hsueh, 2017, p.17). Similarly, in the model under study here,

one assumes that there are factors affecting whether cities will undertake climate policy at their
own individual local level and also at the national level for themselves and other cities in their

country: cities are not truly independent observations but rather clustered within their respective
national contexts (Krause, 2011a, p.52). If one were to measure all of these factors together, it

would be expected that all the cities in each given country would be correlated together. A multilevel model allows one to tease these groups apart.

A great advantage of multi-level models is in the added information the researcher can gain

from allowing the group intercepts to vary. In this case, given that I expect differences between
groups of cities across and within their states, and in order to have a representation of that

difference in my results, I will be utilizing a random intercept model. The logic here is that, in a
single-level regression, every unit of analysis is assumed to be varying at the same intercept;

while the logic of clustering allows each group or country of interest to begin at different means

(Finch et al., 2014, p.29). While an ANOVA test comparing a fixed regression with a multi-level
one was non-significant, indicating that statistically a non-multilevel model could be employed,
the theoretical grounding of cities being affected by their countries still renders the multi-level

model a better choice.

As with all regressions, a multi-level level model requires the selection of an appropriate

distribution model for the data. A concern with the type of data under analysis in the dependent
variable, in this case, the number of initiatives, is that it is count data. As such, it cannot vary

below 0 and is relatively infrequent in occurrence, resulting usually in poor fits to standard linear

models; it usually obtains a better fit with the Poisson distribution (ibid, 2014, p.134). Different

models with both fixed and random effects were tested, with linear models obtaining AICs of

1180 on average, while a Poisson distribution reported a slightly better fit of 1108. However, a
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major assumption of the Poisson distribution is that the mean is equal to the variance, or that

there is no over-dispersion (ibid, 2014, p.134). Dispersion was tested for using a quasi-Poisson
distribution, which returned a dispersion parameter of 3.44, indicating over-dispersion. The

quasi-Poisson distribution does not provide an AIC, but this issue was confirmed using a chi-

squared test comparing the deviance to residuals which reported a significant result for a bad fit
(p = 0). The negative binomial distribution is considered the appropriate choice for over-

dispersed count data (ibid, 2014, p.137). Running the model in this distribution resulted in an
AIC of 982, the best of all models tested. This result combined with the tests above provides

good evidence that a multi-level mixed effects negative binomial test should give reliable results.
Consequently, it is this regression model that provides the basis for my results, outlined in the
next chapter.
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4.1 Results
4.2 Descriptive Data
Considering the relationship between TMN membership and the number of initiatives passed

by cities graphically immediately implies a relationship worth examining further statistically,

with a higher mean number of initiatives passed among networked cities than non-networked.

Figure 1 Box and whisker plot of policy adoption vs TMN membership
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Figure 2 Dotplot of policy adoption vs TMN membership

Cities participating in no networks passed an average of 5 climate initiatives while cities

participating in one or two networks passed 7 on average, and cities in three passed 9, and cities

in four and above 8, for an average of 7.75 initiatives across member cities. The box and whisker
plot, figure 1, gives a clearer depiction of the means, while the dot plot, figure 2, is useful for
considering the size of the different groups. The red dot indicates the mean. Each group does

have a few outlier points save for the 4+ group. Considering theoretical assumptions, the cities at

the top could be imagined to be large, cosmopolitan cities and this is mostly confirmed save for a
Canadian exception: Ajax, a suburb of Toronto, which leads in the 0 TMN category with 21

policies passed in 2017. Houston, USA leads the one TMN category with 28, Portland, USA in

two with 29, Paris, France in three with 30, and The Hague, Netherlands in four and up with 16
policies.

An x y plot (figure 3) allows us to further consider the nature of the relationship across

the different countries being considered, and also to note important caveats in the way the data is
distributed. Examining the plots by country, we can see due to data sparsity that it is good to be
able to consider the effect across countries and that given the low number of observations in

many countries, considering effect sizes between countries may be less reliable. At the same
time, we notice that we must pay special attention to the United-States, which accounts for
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roughly 50% of the observations under study and will thus exert a significant effect on the model

as a whole. Acknowledging this, a regression model will be run without the United States to

confirm whether the effect of TMNs still holds among the other countries under analysis. We can
note, however, that it appears that where there are sufficient observations, the relationship

between networks and initiatives seems to hold, save perhaps in Canada.

Figure 3 XY plot of observations by country

4.3 Modelling Concerns, Assumptions, and Model Confidence
The final model was run using the software R Studio, using the package lme4, which

provides the function glmer.nb for fitting multi-level negative binomial models. Due to differing
scales, the non-logged continuous variables were centred by subtracting the mean form each

value to facilitate model convergence and ensure more accurate standard errors in the regression

analysis (Finch et al., 2014, p.34). Both these actions resulted in the best fit of the tested models.
The centring is justified due to difficulties engendered in the statistical package by comparing

continuous variables on considerably different scales (percentages and large scores for the fossil
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fuel, pm10 and EPI variables, compared to the much smaller logs of population and Co2) as well

as considerable skews in fossil fuel, pm10 and EPI. R output returned convergence warnings, but
the package in question is known to deliver a high number of false positives, and in accordance
with what the manual calls the “gold standard” (Bolker, 2018), I cross-tabulated results from 7

estimators all of which returned p-values identical to the 5th decimal place. One estimator,

“bobyqa”, returned no convergence warnings and thus I assume “the model fit to be good enough
(Bolker, 2018)”.

Assumptions tests for regression were conducted using a normal plot, residuals plot and

histograms of fitted values for linearity, normality, and homoscedasticity: all were judged to be
within acceptable ranges. Multicollinearity was checked for continuous variables with a

correlation matrix, for categorical variables with cross-tabulations of pairwise differences

between variables, and all were checked using a variance inflation test which broadly indicated
unproblematic collinearity levels save for population. The log of city population was collinear

around 0.8 and returned a VIF score of 7.6 which could be problematic and was not resolved by

centring. To address this, I ran additional analyses excluding population for the two models it
figures in: capacity and the full model. Differences were marginal, notably with cities in the
highly globalized category moving from insignificant to significant at the 0.1 level in the

truncated capacity model, which can most likely be explained by the more globalized cities

tending to be more populated. The full model saw no changes in significance and again only the

coefficient of the global city high predictor decreased by 0.06. Considering this test, I believe the
models including population are sufficiently reliable. Still, results for population should be

interpreted with additional care. Results from the collinearity test as well as plots of the other

assumptions are available in Appendix C, while the model tests without population are available
in Appendix D.

Of the 190 cities in the dataset, 7 outliers were removed: Tartu, Estonia, Paris, France,

Reykjavik, Iceland, Ravenna, Italy, Istanbul, Turkey, and San Luis Potosi and Cuernacava,

Mexico. These were identified using a Mahalanobis distance test and a cut-off based on the

degrees of freedom in the dataset. Istanbul, while influential, was removed as the city does not
differentiate between its urban and metropolitan areas, rendering it a much larger observation

than others due to this technicality. Paris, also influential, is removed due to its outlier data and
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the fact that the city’s current mayor, Anne Hidalgo, has also been head of C40, one of the most
high profile TMN networks, since 2016 (Ville de Paris, 2018). Evidently, it is quite likely that
her position would have an outsized effect on Paris’ climate policies due to a desire to lead by

example, a fact circumstantially confirmed by the city having passed the most policies of any

under analysis. With fossil fuels accounting for 15% and 11% of their respective energy baskets,

Tartu, Estonia (highly dependent on coal (IEA, 2016) which makes this number misleading), and
Reykjavik, Iceland (which, thanks to its abundant geothermal energy production intends to be
100% fossil fuel free (Ministry of Industries and Innovation, 2009)) are both, by this

measurement, almost wholly independent of fossil fuels and would very likely bias this

measurement. Ravenna’s CO2 emissions report is remarkably low for a city of its size and a

reason for this could not be ascertained. San Luis Potosi, Mexico has an annual PM10 mean of

110 which is well above the mean of 22.5 and is due heavy industry like mining and metallurgy
which are atypical for urban areas (Pineda-Martínez et al., 2014) a similar issue presented itself

with Cuernavaca. Removing the outliers left 183 cities in the analysis, with pairwise deletion of
certain observations due to missing data further reducing this number to 171 cities and 23
countries.

4.4 Regression Results & Discussion
The results of the regression of TMN membership on the count of climate policies passed in

2017 is presented below in table 3. Due to the nature of negative binomial regressions, the

regression coefficients cannot be directly interpreted as listed. In Poisson and NB regression, the
model takes the logarithm of the expected count of the dependent variable, and as such the
coefficients are differences in the logs of the expected count given that the other model

predictors are held constant (IDRE, 2018). As this is rather non-intuitive when interpreting the

substantive change a given predictor causes in the DV, I have exponentiated the coefficients into

incidence rate ratios. These can be interpreted as, on average, how many more policies a city will
pass given a 1 unit change in continuous variables (not directly interpretable in the original

metrics due to them having been logged) or, in the case of the categorical variables, a change

from the base category to the given category. It is helpful to illustrate this with an example: if

joining a single network provided an IRR of 1.1, this would indicate that for a city passing 10

climate policies in a given year but not participating in any networks, another identical city that
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was participating in a single network would pass 11, or times 1.1 more, all other variables held
constant. To facilitate the understanding of the substantive effects, I have presented these in a

forest plot with confidence intervals in figure 4. The length of the bars indicate the confidence
intervals at the 95% level that the true mean lies within the range depicted.

Figure 3 Incidence Rate Ratios by variable for the full model (5)
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Climate Initiatives and Network Membership
Number of Climate Initiatives
TCG Only Exposure Resources Political
(1)
1 Network

0.35

(2)
**

0.26

(3)
*

0.28

(4)
*

0.37

***

Full

No USA

(5)

(6)

0.30

**

-0.19

(0.14)

(0.15)

(0.15)

(0.14)

(0.15)

0.30*

0.24

0.25

0.36**

0.33*

0.29

(0.16)

(0.16)

(0.16)

(0.16)

(0.17)

(0.27)

3 Networks

0.51***

0.34**

0.36**

0.51***

0.35*

0.44*

(0.15)

(0.17)

(0.17)

(0.16)

(0.19)

(0.27)

4+ Networks

0.48***

0.31*

0.26

0.43***

0.23

0.49*

(0.15)

(0.16)

(0.18)

(0.16)

(0.19)

(0.28)

2 Networks

Air Quality (PM10)
At Coastal Risk
City Co2 (MT) (log)
Fossil v Total Energy (%)

0.13

0.10

0.28

(0.12)

(0.13)

(0.18)

0.09**

0.05

0.09

(0.05)

(0.09)

(0.08)

-0.10*

-0.12

-0.03

(0.05)

(0.09)

(0.13)

-0.11**

-0.11*

-0.15*

(0.05)

(0.06)

(0.08)

Global City Low
Global City Medium
Global City High
City Population (log)
City GDP per capita (log)

0.21

0.18

-0.16

(0.19)

(0.19)

(0.29)

0.29

0.31

0.25

(0.18)

(0.19)

(0.26)

0.33

0.38*

0.43

(0.21)

(0.22)

(0.33)

-0.02

-0.05

-0.28*

(0.06)

(0.11)

(0.15)

0.03

-0.01

0.03

(0.07)

(0.08)

(0.14)

City gov’t Centre
City gov’t Left
City gov’t Right
Non-Federal
Country Green Vote (%)
EPI (ranking)
Constant

Observations
Akaike Inf. Crit.

(0.27)

0.35

0.36

0.10

(0.23)

(0.24)

(0.26)

0.15

0.06

-0.16

(0.15)

(0.14)

(0.21)

-0.03

-0.01

0.17

(0.19)

(0.19)

(0.24)

0.15

0.20

0.51**

(0.17)

(0.19)

(0.24)

0.08

0.09

0.001

(0.07)

(0.06)

(0.08)

0.05

-0.05

-0.004

(0.07)

(0.09)

(0.13)

1.61***

0.26

1.49

1.38***

1.21

3.18

(0.11)

(0.67)

(1.21)

(0.20)

(1.36)

(2.14)

183

181

171

86

183

172

1,035.77

977.51

Table 4 Negative Binomial MLM output

1,039.65 1,032.73 984.31 510.73
*

p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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Six different models were run, grouped by predictors, with one full model, and one

removing cities in the United-States to account for potential bias. Model 1 includes only the 5
level factor variable for TMN participation. When compared to the base layer of 0 network

participation, all levels of TMN participation have a significant effect on policy, with three and

four networks highly significant with coefficients indicating, as in the descriptive analysis, that

cities in 3 and 4+ networks appear to pass on average a larger number of policies. But one must
weigh these findings against the control variables as well.

Model 2 considers exposure. Accounting for the idea that the more a city stands to lose

from climate consequences and, likewise, the more it stands to gain from addressing them, the

more likely it is to take a more proactive stance to climate issues and pass additional policy. The
model indicates that exposure factors carry more weight than other predictor categories in

determining policy adoption rates. The effect sizes of network membership are reduced across
the board and membership in 2 networks is no longer significant.

Coastal risk was found, on average, to have a small positive effect on the number of

policies passed at the 0.05 significance level which is in line with the disaster risk hypothesis, but
the effect size shrinks and significance disappears in the full model of predictors which includes
measures of city size, wealth and globalization. It is plausible that, because coastal cities are

often ports with long histories of global trade and connectedness (Mah, 2014), it is this factor

which is more salient rather than the risks those cities face from climate change. This could lend

further credence to the findings that even in the cases where a city might be facing a quantifiable
physical risk from climate change such as extreme weather or rising sea level, this has not been
associated with making a climate commitment (Zahran, Grover and Brody, 2008, p.469).

However, this measure does only consider one type of climate risk, and future research could
attempt to utilize a measure of whether a city has actually been hit in the past by a climate-

related disaster to give this theory a more stringent test, something Krause (2011b) attempted by
using FEMA data for disasters in U.S. cities, albeit inconclusively. Another interesting measure
could be to utilize geographic information systems (GIS) data, which is broadly employed in
measuring climate change (Loarie et al., 2009) and available in precise areas to consider

exposure, as policymakers could be conceivably considering scientific research using such
methods in order to guide their own climate policies and risk assessments.
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PM 10, while having a notable positive coefficient, was non-significant in either the

exposure or full models, providing some evidence against air quality as a local co-benefit that

could spur climate policy. It is worth noting, however, that across the OECD PM10 rates were in
general reasonably low, and in a larger global study of cities in East Asia or India for example,
where air quality is a far more salient political issue such a measure might present more of an

effect due to enacting solutions for cleaner air being a bigger domestic win for politicians.

City CO2 levels were significant only at the 0.1 level and negatively associated with

passing climate policies, though the significance disappears in the full model. Fossil fuel

dependency at the national level was significant at the 0.05 level and negatively associated with
climate policies in all models, with a unit increase on average leading to 0.89 as many climate
policies passed. This goes against the findings of (Rashidi and Patt, 2018) who found positive

associations with these measures but supports those of (Zahran, Grover and Brody, 2008) who
found rather a negative association to carbon producers joining a climate action plan. These

results could indicate fossil fuel and GHG production and use as an obstruction to climate policy
adoption rather than an incentive. Portney (2002, p.236) notes that cities with fewer

manufacturing employees were more likely to take the environment seriously. These results

could thus be representative of political sway of entrenched carbon producing interests such as
higher manufacturing levels in cities, or the dependency on fossil fuels representing a more
active oil industry. Adding measures of oil industry presence and manufacturing levels by
country and city could yield interesting results.

Model 3 considers capacity, or resources. None of the predictors of city capacity was

significant in the resources model, while in the full model the most globalized cities were lightly
significant at 0.1 with a large positive coefficient indicating highly globalized cities on average
would pass 1.46 as many climate policies as a city not listed in the index. The positive

coefficient drops as the global city rank decreases. It is also worth remembering that population
and its multicollinearity issues seemed to reduce the significance of the global cities measure.

Still, it seems this provides evidence supporting theories of these cities having more resources,

being more connected to the international system as a whole and being more likely to see

themselves as having agency and thus more likely to pass climate policy (Lee and Koski, 2014);

(Sassen, 2009). A confounder to note would be that there is likely substantial overlap with highly
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globalized cities and membership in C40, one of the most active TMNs. City population was

insignificant in the full dataset models and had a very slight negative coefficient. City GDP also
remained insignificant in all models, indicating that capacity issues and especially financial
limitations may be less of a barrier to a motivated city than previously thought.

Model 4 considers political predictors. Surprisingly, the political orientation of the city

mayor was not statistically significant, and considering the coefficients substantively, cities with

centrist mayors would on average pass 1.43 as many climate policies as independents, while leftwingers barely beat the mean and right wingers had a tiny negative coefficient. To get a better

picture, I re-ran the model using a centre government as the base category and with a right-wing
base category which demonstrated that independent mayors pass roughly the same number of

policies as right-wingers and that left-wing mayors only on average pass 1.07 as many policies.
The size of a country’s green party constituency also had a non-significant, and an essentially

inconsequential effect size, indicating that the presence of national political green activity might
not trickle down to cities. EPI as well displayed no significance and very small effect sizes.

Federalism, while not significant in the political and full models became significant at 0.05 in the
model without the USA and its effect grew from cities in federal countries passing on average
times 1.22 the number of policies to 1.66, the highest effect in the model. Of course, this

indicator may be rather capturing a difference between Europe and elsewhere, or large countries
compared to small countries, as only Germany and Spain are Federal and the remaining federal
countries are outside the EU.

Model 5 brings together all the predictors. When the model is examined in its entirety,

the effect of TMN participation weakens but holds compared to the other models, with

membership in one network significant at 0.05 and these cities passing times 1.35 more policies
on average, in two and three networks at 0.1, and passing 1.38 and 1.42 as many policies on

average, while the effect at 4+ networks is no longer significant and not passing a higher rate of
policies at only 1.25 times on average compared to cities in no networks. As discussed at the

beginning of this chapter, the USA accounts for roughly half of the observations in this study.

Due to this outsize influence, model 6 considered the effect without the USA, providing some

sobering results. In model 6, the three network category, which was most significant throughout
the tested models, remains significant and sees an increase in its effect size, with four and over
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networks now becoming significant at 0.1 and going from the smallest effect size to the largest,

implying that non-US cities in 4+ networks pass 1.63 times as many policies as cities in none.

Membership in one or two networks is no longer significant and membership in one network has
drastically switched effect size and direction, implying these cities pass only 0.82 as many

policies as cities in no networks. Of course, the much smaller sample size of 86 cities and 22
countries, and the low number of observations in many of the countries in question tests the

accuracy of this version of the model.

An element not discussed above is the variation between cities and countries. An

advantage of the multilevel model is that it returns coefficients reporting differences in variation
between cities across countries and within them. There was, however, relatively little of this,
with coefficients in the full models reporting scores essentially at 0. While there is clearly

variation in intercepts between cities in different countries and across cities in the same country,
the random effect scores indicate that this is subsumed into city level variation when accounting

for the other predictors. Interestingly, all the models reported across country variation of almost
0, but models 3 and 4, resources and political factors, reported within country coefficients of

0.145 and 0.168 respectively, indicating a small quantity of intercept variance in resources and
political factors within different countries. These results are consistent with the ANOVA test

completed to check for model fits between fixed and random effects, and tell us, as does the lack
of significance of almost all country-level variables, that it is city level factors which are most
important in deciding climate policy output and not country-level factors. Of course, the low
number of observations in many countries could also be causing this result.

Considering the models tested, the effect of TMN membership seems to hold broadly,

despite the issues raised when the US is removed from the model. As such, we can accept

hypothesis one indicating that network membership does indeed appear to increase the number

of policies passed. The results are more mixed for the second thesis which affirms that additional
networks increase the rate of participation. The cities where this would be expected to be most

evident—those participating four or more networks—do not seem to pass more policies at

significance when all the other predictors are held constant, having a lower coefficient than other
levels. This effect however completely reverses when the United-States is removed from the
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model, indicating the hypothesis could hold outside of the U.S., although a larger study would
likely be needed to confirm this with more confidence.
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5.1 Conclusion
The results of this study support the hypothesis that city membership in a trans-municipal

network correlates with additional climate policies being passed. While the results were not
highly significant and are murkier when it comes to an additive effect from membership in

multiple networks, membership in a TMN still predicted a higher number of climate policies.

The effects of TMN membership were stronger than other baskets of control variables

considering exposure, resources, and politics, save a marginally significant positive effect for the
most globalized cities. Of the control sets used, exposure, that is climate risk and high GHG

production, most robustly in the form of fossil fuel dependency at the national level, appears to

have a dampening effect on the number of climate policies passed. The lack of variation between
countries and the limited number of significant national level predictors imply that what is
happening on the national level plays a less important role in city climate policies than

differences at the level of the cities themselves. Surprisingly, the political orientation of the
mayors in office was non-significant.

These results support findings in the literature that municipal network membership

correlates with climate action (Rashidi and Patt, 2018) and that local characteristics play a bigger
role than national ones (Krause, 2011a). This study has added to a sparse literature on the impact
of transnational climate governance and transnational municipal networks, and also to past

output studies by considering more than just the two most famous networks, ICLEI and C40, and
expanding findings to a much broader set of 22 networks.

The primacy of city effects outlined here supports moves the UNFCCC has been making

to further integrate local governments directly into the global climate regime (Hale, 2016) rather
than relying fully on the state as the sole intermediary in developing climate policy. The lack of
significance of resource and city size predictors paired with the effect of global cities could

indicate that it might not be how big or rich a city is when it comes to taking climate action, but
rather how networked it is in the global climate regime and how much agency it sees itself as

having which matter more. This is of apiece with the more ideational role of networks acting as

inspirers and knowledge brokers being a more powerful tool for change than simply facilitating

resource access. Much as individuals who are now more concerned with sustainable lifestyles, it
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could be that networked cities may also be finding themselves influenced and more capable due
to a supportive peer group of like-minded cities.

This study does, however, have considerable limitations. First, it is difficult, given the

sample used, to fully make the jump from correlation to causation. The sample considers only

cities which have taken and reported climate actions, meaning that the analysis might just be

considering behaviour amongst cities which are already frontrunners in climate action and that

the cities joining these networks simply are a different breed from others. Despite the argument

that considering self-reporting cities might, in fact, mask a larger effect from TMN membership
in cities not doing so (Rashidi and Patt, 2018), the results of the Wu-Hausman test, and a fairly

cohesive set of control variables, there is simply no way to put this issue to rest without a better,

ideally random, sampling of cities. The bias introduced by the overdependence on the USA as a

primary source of observations also causes concern over some findings being influenced by

circumstances in that country, although the overall results seem roughly to hold when American

cities are excluded from the data. Future research could thus take a more random sample of cities

and directly analyze their climate policy behaviour which would resolve the issue above and also

potentially provide a superior measure of climate policy activity not limited by the risks involved
in self-reporting.

A second major issue might be raised by critics of a more substantive bent: this study has

not considered what exactly these cities are doing when it comes to climate policy, but rather
only how much of it they are doing. Cities passing large numbers of policies could simply be

chasing low-hanging fruit while those passing fewer policies could, in fact, be engaged in more
consequential projects. It is difficult to reconcile a larger scale analysis with a more in-depth
consideration of impact and outcomes, but one could conduct a study similar to the one

performed here and construct an ordinal scale of the policies passed by different cities to see if
TMNs, with their promise of tested, best practice policies result not only in more action but
better action.

Along a similar line of criticism, there is also no distinction made here between the 22

different TMNs cities in this sample are members of. The mixed results of cities in the 4+
category could be symptomatic of unequal effects among the different networks joined—

something hinted at by Michaelowa & Michaelowa (2017) noting that the majority of networks
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are not, in fact, set up for impactful mitigation. It is quite possible that the positive effects on

policy rates are driven by cities which have signed on to only one or two of the most serious

TMNs. A study more concerned with the impact of different TMNs could break a larger sample

into groups of cities participating in different networks to look at this issue more closely.

A further concern is that while there has been much said about cities and networks

“taking over” from inter-state treaty making (Hickmann, 2017), an understudied facet of global

climate policy is how these networks interplay with, rather than usurp, the current climate regime
and the UNFCCC. These networks still use the UN framework, goals, and recommendations as

their guide which they then pass on to cities (Hickmann, 2017), and many of the most important
TMNs and TCGs have had intergovernmental organizations play a major role in their founding
and development (Hale and Roger, 2014) making these networks more of a reorientation of

power rather than its eclipse (Hickmann, 2017, p.430). Others have argued that coordination by

the UNFCCC would be useful in achieving a “division of labor” and “avoiding […] overlaps and
tension” in the global system, taking advantage of the benefits of decentralizing action and better
distribution of resources (Asselt and Zelli, 2014, p.151). Teasing apart the effectiveness of

networks with this kind of powerful backing could be valuable as well. These issues highlight

sthat even having refined this study to TMNs, they still might not be sufficiently restricted to be

considered as a single group.

A scholar of a more critical bent might rightfully castigate me for ignoring the global

south—a problem which is not only normative in nature but important for the generalizability of
my results and the effects of several of the specific control variables that were used. While I

justify narrowing my sample by seeking a more comparative sample in the OECD and the fact
that city networks are far more active there, there is reason to think that TMNs might be more
effective in developing nations than in rich countries. It would be important to see if resource

controls remained non-significant when considering cities that aren’t as well-off as those in the

OECD. The role TMNs play in lobbying for resources and sharing skills and expertise could be

far more valuable here (Fünfgeld, 2015). There is value in this approach from the perspective of

the global climate regime as well: it is in cities in the global south that GHG emissions are

growing most rapidly, making them a critical part of the global solution to climate change
(Bulkeley et al., 2014, p.117).
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Still, the research done here indicates that TMNs demonstrate potential in addressing

climate issues at the urban level and that they may well provide an effective path through which

to spur policy change. Climate change is a multiscale and multi-causal problem (Hamish van der
Ven, 2017, p.7) the solution to which will benefit from empowering all actors ready to take

action, no matter how small. More research needs to be done to determine whether membership
in these networks does notably reduce GHG emissions, but escaping societies “locked-in”

(Unruh, 2002) to carbon use requires more than just reductions in carbon use, but rather the

broadening of a narrow conception of the value of climate policy, and the transformation of our

institutions and their relationship to carbon (Hamish van der Ven, 2017, p.5). Networks of peers
encouraging each other to adopt more climate action may well be a solution to this and
determining if, and how they do so will be fertile ground for future research.
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Appendix A
List of considered trans-municipal networks
name
Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience
Network
C40 cities
Climate Action Reserve
Climate Alliance of European Cities with
Indigenous Peoples
Eco-Partnerships
Covenant of Mayors
Eco-Partnerships
Energy Cities
EUROCITIES Declaration on Climate Change
Global Methane Initiative (formerly the
Methane to Markets Partnership)
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability
International Climate Action Partnership

R20
The Climate Registry

Website
https://www.acccrn.net/
https://www.c40.org/
http://www.climateactionreserve.org/
http://www.climatealliance.org/
https://ecopartnerships.lbl.gov/partnerships
https://www.covenantofmayors.eu
https://ecopartnerships.lbl.gov/partnerships
http://www.energy-cities.eu/-Membershttp://www.eurocities.eu/eurocities/forums/environ
ment&tpl=home
https://www.globalmethane.org/partners/index.asp
x
http://www.iclei.org/iclei-members/icleimembers.html?page=17
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/partnership/mem
bers
https://regions20.org/members-andpartners/national-and-subnationalauthorities/#1472031313160-1aaa14b0-c7ae
https://www.theclimateregistry.org/ourmembers/list-of-members-profiles/
http://www.worldmayorscouncil.org/members/me
mbers-list.html
https://www.carbonpricingleadership.org/partners/
http://www.100resilientcities.org/cities/

World Mayors' Council on Climate Change
Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition
Resilient Cities Acceleration Initiative
Global Energy Efficiency Accelerator
Platform
https://www.seforall.org
The Cities Climate Finance Leadership Alliance
LEDS Global Partnership
Carbonn Cities Climate Registry
http://carbonn.org/
Under 2
http://under2mou.org/coalition/
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Appendix B
Durbin Wu-Hausman Test Output
Call:
ivreg(formula = initiative ~ tcg_factor + coastal_risk + global_city +
city_gov + topdown + pm10 + fossil + cityco2_log + country_percent_green
+
epi + citygdpcapita_log | +coastal_risk + global_city + citygdpcapita_log
+
city_gov + topdown + pm10 + fossil + cityco2_log + country_percent_green
+
epi + citypop_log, data = mydata_nonNA)
Residuals:
Min
1Q Median
-9.5709 -3.6797 -0.8306

3Q
Max
2.4282 22.1550

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
8.24760
7.74914
1.064
0.289
tcg_factor1
0.48985
15.45252
0.032
0.975
tcg_factor2
5.16180
8.72814
0.591
0.555
tcg_factor3
7.27956
9.18168
0.793
0.429
tcg_factor4+
5.50827
10.47832
0.526
0.600
coastal_riskAt Risk -1.01842
4.07544 -0.250
0.803
global_city1
1.77027
1.84627
0.959
0.339
global_city2
1.18373
2.58503
0.458
0.648
global_city3
1.75393
2.78212
0.630
0.529
city_govCentre
1.77722
1.91797
0.927
0.356
city_govLeft
0.22938
1.32090
0.174
0.862
city_govRight
0.19180
2.26870
0.085
0.933
topdownFederal
1.74799
1.61879
1.080
0.282
pm10
-0.02881
0.06043 -0.477
0.634
fossil
-0.01275
0.11202 -0.114
0.910
cityco2_log
-0.28972
0.65226 -0.444
0.658
Diagnostic tests:
df1 df2 statistic p-value
Weak instruments (tcg_factor1)
1 162
0.010 0.9220
Weak instruments (tcg_factor2)
1 162
0.136 0.7131
Weak instruments (tcg_factor3)
1 162
4.240 0.0411 *
Weak instruments (tcg_factor4+)
1 162
0.308 0.5795
Wu-Hausman
1 158
1.142 0.2868
Sargan
-3 NA
NA
NA
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 5.742 on 162 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.02162, Adjusted R-squared: -0.06897
Wald test: 2.515 on 15 and 162 DF, p-value: 0.002271
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Appendix C
Regression Assumptions
> vif(vif1)
tcg_factor
coastal_risk
global_city
city_gov
citypop_log
citygdpcapita_log
cityco2_log
pm10
topdown
country_percent_green
epi
fossil

GVIF Df GVIF^(1/(2*Df))
2.759650 4
1.135290
1.637763 1
1.279751
3.917086 3
1.255530
1.984000 3
1.120960
7.603171 1
2.757385
2.279159 1
1.509688
5.324472 1
2.307482
3.309556 1
1.819219
3.137289 1
1.771239
1.707344 1
1.306654
2.867211 1
1.693284
1.754883 1
1.324720
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Appendix D
Models with and without population predictor
Capacity

Capacity Nopop

Full

Fullnopop

0.28*

0.27*

0.30**

0.29*

(1)

1 Network
2 Networks
3 Networks
4+ Networks

(2)

(0.14)

(0.15)

(0.15)

0.25

0.24

0.33*

0.32*

(0.16)
0.36**

(0.17)
0.26

(0.18)

(0.16)
0.35**

(0.17)
0.25

(0.18)

City GDP per capita (log)
City govt Centre

0.21

0.19

0.21

(0.19)

0.10

0.08

(0.13)
0.02

(0.09)

(0.05)

(0.09)

(0.09)

(0.06)

(0.06)

-0.12

-0.11*

0.18

0.15

(0.17)

(0.19)

(0.18)

(0.18)

(0.17)

(0.19)

(0.18)

(0.21)

(0.16)

(0.22)

(0.18)

0.29
0.33

-0.02

(0.06)
0.03

(0.07)

0.27

0.30*

0.03

(0.06)

0.31

0.28

0.38*

0.32*

-0.05

(0.11)
-0.01

0.01

(0.08)

(0.07)

(0.24)

(0.24)

(0.14)

(0.14)

0.36

0.36

0.06

0.06

-0.01

-0.004

(0.19)

Non-Federal

(0.19)

0.20

Country Green Vote (%)

0.18

(0.19)

(0.18)

(0.06)

(0.06)

(0.09)

(0.09)

0.09

EPI (ranking)

Note:

0.23

(0.19)

(0.19)

City govt Right

Observations

0.33*

(0.18)

-0.11*

City govt Left

Constant

0.35*

(0.19)

-0.12

Fossil v Total Energy (%)

City Population (log)

(0.17)

0.05

City Co2 (MT) (log)

Global City High

(0.17)

(0.13)

At Coastal Risk

Global City Medium

(4)

(0.15)

Air Quality (PM10)

Global City Low

(3)

0.09

-0.05

1.49
183

1.61***
183
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-0.05

1.21
171

1.00
171

p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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Outline/Introduction
This thesis will aim to measure the effectiveness of transnational climate governance in

addressing environmental problems from climate change mitigation to pollution and beyond.
TCG fits broadly into the current academic and public discourse on globalization and the

changing role of the nation-state. A world system losing characteristics of hegemony due to the

declining power of the United-States and the increasing influence of regional actors, along with a
blurring of public and private actors as states delegate responsibilities for various issue-areas to

influential multinational corporations and non-governmental organizations creates more room for
horizontal collective bargaining, decreasing the authoritative grip of the state over policy (Hale
and Roger, 2014). Collective action problems relating to international public goods also prove

difficult for states or intergovernmental organizations to address when states often hold vetoes or

lack effective methods of enforcement (Hale and Roger, 2014). Such issue-areas are thus ripe for
transnational actors at the sub-state, non-state or even bureaucratic (Keohane and Nye, 1974)
actors to gain influence and flourish. These developments also shift attention to domestic

settings, cracking open the black box of the state, to open up discussions of not only national, but
international concerns of state-society relations, civil society, and domestic opportunity
structures (Andonova, 2014).

Climate policy is a rich area within which to examine the above concerns. Climate

change is an excellent example of a globalized concern with a collective action problem: it can
only be addressed by multiple states at a high cost, only to often yield a public good ripe for

freeriding (Hale and Roger, 2014). The problem is evident in the gridlock and underwhelming

performance of environmental intergovernmental institutions, namely the UN’s UNFCCC and

environmental treaties (Roger, Hale and Andonova, 2017a) and contrasts sharply with the

explosion in TCG initiatives during the 2000s and beyond (Hale and Roger, 2014), (Kahler,

2017). This shift was exemplified most recently at the 2015 Paris Climate Change Conference

where an unprecedented amount of access and attention was granted to sub and non-state actors
(Roger, Hale and Andonova, 2017a), recognizing not only their growing importance and the

difficulties faced by intergovernmental efforts but also accepting an important empirical reality

of climate issues: 80% of energy consumption happens in sub-state urban centers (Rivas et al.,
2015b).
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Thus, studying the role of TCGs and understanding how effective, or indeed whether they

are effective at all has clear policy implications for TCGs themselves in how to plan and carry
out their missions, but also for the NGOs, IOs, and states which often participate, fund, or

organize these initiatives in where funding could be applied to achieve the greatest success, how
much of a role should be given to such initiatives, and whether the state should thus pull back
and make room for TCGs, offer them additional support, or rather lean back into to
environmental policy more actively if such organizations are ineffective.

Beyond the obvious importance of environmental concerns, exploring the emergence and role of
TCGs maps onto fundamental questions in international relations on collective action, regimes,
globalization and the state, sovereignty, and the role of sub and non-state actors within the

international system.

Looking through the literature, most empirical work on the subject done so far focuses

on the predictors of the emergence of TCGs, finding convincing evidence that the domestic
“political ecology” of states is a powerful predictor of sub-state, non-state and indeed state

participation in this type of governance (Kahler, 2017) (Andonova, Hale and Roger, 2017)

(Roger, Hale and Andonova, 2017b) (Harriet Bulkeley et al., 2014b). While this is, of course, an
important question, it sidesteps the question of whether or not these initiatives are in fact

impactful and appear to take it as a given that their growth is a net positive. In one of the few
studies thus far conducted on this topic, the results have not been promising, finding that the

majority of TCGs assessed, in fact, lacked mitigation targets considered necessary for impact
(Michaelowa et al., 2017). As Pattberg and Widerberg note, when it comes to TCG, “a

conclusive statement about their effectiveness is still missing” (Pattberg and Widerberg, 2015). It
is this gap in the literature that this thesis will seek to contribute to.
Literature Review
In order to properly assess the effect of TCGs, one must move through the literature to

properly conceptualize them and understand their potential causal pathways on climate

outcomes. This begins with the work of Keck and Sikkink who, in their 1998 book Activists

Beyond Borders, provided early and useful conceptualizations of transnational non-state action
by defining the idea of transnational advocacy networks as “networks of activists,

distinguishable largely by the centrality of principled ideas or values in motivating their
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formation (Keck and Sikkink, 1998).” Their work noted the proliferation of such networks and

theorized pathways for their policy-relevance and abilities to “change the behavior of states and
of international organizations”, through wielding informational advantages, framing, norm

diffusion, pressure tactics and monitoring (Keck and Sikkink, 1998). Shortly thereafter Evans
elaborated a helpful typology of the logic and mechanisms of TANs, listing advocacy or the

transmission of information and norms, their role in guiding consumption decisions as a pressure
tactic which can feedback into changes in corporate or state behaviour, and meeting the demands
for global governance caused by increasing capital flows due to globalization (Evans, 2000). In

book-length analyses of various cases, there have been praises for the potential of these networks
as taking over from the state in the international arena (Florini, 2000) as well as calls to caution
ascribing them a smaller supportive role (Risse, 2007).

Moving specifically into the arena of climate and the environment, internationally

networked actors advocating change and effecting policy have been christened Transnational

Climate Governance mixing the advocacy work of TANs and NGOs with the policy power of
IOs and subnational actors like cities. The idea that these networks have steering power in

governance (L. B. Andonova, Betsill and Bulkeley, 2009) emerges from TAN research. Betstill
and Bulkeley provide some early insight into TCG by analyzing the Cities for Climate Change
Protection movement of 550 sub-state governments finding that legitimacy and funding trump
information access as factors deciding active participation (Betsill and Bulkeley, 2004). It is,
however, Hale and Roger who create a novel typology of TCG activity and traditional

international actors and their involvement in TCG describing the relationship bottom-up, where
TCGs put pressure on states, or top-down, where states delegate to TCG but also focus on a

hybrid model of orchestration wherein “states or IOs bring new capacities and resources to the
provision of global public goods by strengthening or catalyzing transnational governance

schemes (Hale and Roger, 2014).” Importantly, they also provide specific issue-areas which are
most likely to see TCG activity and a very useful dataset of 75 TCG efforts which provides

evidence of the importance, rapid growth, and actor make-up of TCGs (Hale and Roger, 2014),

as well as a valuable tool with which to test hypotheses. Much of the work taken up after this has
focused more on the emergence of TCGs and state participation within them, such as Andonova
testing 230 state-TCG partnerships from the 2002 Johannesburg Climate Summit to ascertain

which domestic factors are likely to spur such participation (Andonova, 2014). Dolšak &
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Prakash more recently applied themselves to a similar question by examining what domestic
factors spurred cities to join in the European TCG, The Covenant of Mayors (Dolšak and

Prakash, 2017). While such work bypasses the concerns of whether or not such efforts are

successful, they do provide valuable insights into potential causal mechanisms by considering
predictors such as state weakness as reasons for participation which could also be avenues of
influence for TCG changing policy and outcomes.

Useful theoretical work examining potential pathways to environmental outcome change

has also been conducted. It has been argued in the case of European Union environmental

compliance that TCGs could facilitate compliance by increasing state and social actors capacities

and political leverage in managing and enforcing compliance (Andonova and Tuta, 2014). Others
stress that without a common framework to guide relatively disparate TCGs, they could fail to

provide meaningful change due to a lack of “ambition, experimentation, and accountability [and]
unnecessary overlaps” (Chan et al., 2015).

The original dataset elaborated of TCG by Hale and Roger has also been expanded most

recently by Michaelowa & Michaelowa, who removed some defunct TCG and updated the list
with newer networks using the same codebook. (Michaelowa et al., 2017). They also provide

valuable empirical research in considering whether or not these organizations have a chance at
influencing outcomes by considering whether or not they have a mitigation focus and plan for

reducing climate change, deciding that most of these organizations would likely not be effective

as many do not have such an action plan (Michaelowa et al., 2017). The relative lack of

empirical research on the actual change in climate outcomes effected by TCGs leaves open an
important research gap for this thesis.

Research Question and Conceptual and Theoretical Framework
The exact research question posed will thus be: do TCGs affect state environmental

outcomes and how?

The independent variable of interest is the presence of TCGs. For clarity, it is necessary

to define TCG. In some of the early work on the subject as it relates to climate, Andonova,

Betsill, and Bulkeley explain that: “transnational governance occurs when networks operating in

the transnational sphere authoritatively steer constituents towards public goals (2009).” Breaking
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this down further, Keohane and Nye’s classic book on the subject of transnational governance
defines the transnational as “contacts, coalitions, and interactions across state boundaries that are
not controlled by the central foreign policy organs of governments (1971).” Governance is seen

as being concerned with the deliberate and authoritative seeking of or “steering” towards public

goals (L. Andonova, Betsill and Bulkeley, 2009). Climate, insofar as it related to its many sectors
and complexities of interest to international politics, is defined broadly as “adaptation, carbon

markets, renewable energy, reporting” (L. Andonova, Betsill and Bulkeley, 2009) and beyond.
The dependent variable is climate outcome at the state level. Conceptualizing this can be

muddy given how much of an umbrella term climate is sometimes utilized as. The concerns of
one of the more visible Climate Conferences in recent years, the Paris Conference of 2015,
focuses on global warming and emissions of CO2 (European Commission, 2018). For the

purposes of this thesis, climate is defined as “variability of relevant qualities […] most often
surface variables such as temperature, precipitation, and wind […] over a period of time ranging
from months to thousands or millions of years (IPCC, 2012).” Climate change is thus defined as
“changes in the mean and/or variability of [these] properties” (IPCC, 2012).

The theoretical approaches being utilized in the analysis will stem from liberal

institutionalism and constructivism. The importance of major institutions like NGOs and IOs in

TCG through orchestration, funding or participation is clear (Hale and Roger, 2014) and in many
ways fits with liberal institutionalist literature. (SPECIFIC EGS). The degree of normative

concern in the discussions over climate change and the power of norms effecting change from
the state level all the way down to the individual is also a major consequence in climate

discourse and action. This fits very well with theories of the more constructivist variety,
particularly those on the effects of norms proliferation.

Empirical Data and Analytical Technique
In order to provide empirical evidence of whether or not TCG activity influences state-

level environmental outcomes. The thesis will undertake a quantitative ordinary least squares
multiple regression of the independent variable of TCG activity on the dependent variable of

environmental outcomes. Operationalizing the dependent variable will be done using the Climate
and Energy indicator of ecosystem vitality in the Yale University Environmental Performance
Index (Environmental Performance Index, 2018). The data set provides a huge ranking of 180
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countries and their policy outcomes. The specific variables in the Climate & Energy indicator are
total emissions of CO2, CO2 emissions from power, methane emissions, N2O emissions, and

black carbon emissions (Environmental Performance Index, 2018). Operationalizing the

dependent variable of TCG activity is more complex, however the work done in expanding on

Hale and Roger’s dataset of TCG presence which includes data on the number of sub and non-

state actor participants by country by Michaelowa & Michaelowa would be used as a proxy for

amount of activity by country (Roger, Hale and Andonova, 2015)(Michaelowa et al., 2017). The
past research on domestic predictors of TCG participation provides a wealth of useful control

variables with which to increase the robustness of the analysis, from numbers of TNGOs, ISO
1400 participation, environmental treaties signed, and beyond (Andonova, 2014). While

conducting a regression analysis of this simplicity will of course be a considerable abstraction of
both TCG activity and environmental outcomes, give the current lack of empirical analysis of

TCG success in enacting its goals, this thesis will provide an idea and direction that will be both
academically and policy-relevant in answering how well these networks perform, and whether
they should be supported.

Preliminary Thesis Outline
1. Introduction

2. Literature Review

3. Conceptual and Theoretical Framework
4. Data

5. Methods

6. Empirical Analysis
7. Results

8. Conclusion & Discussion
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